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The reason why we exist as an organization…

POST MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the California Commission on
Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST)
is to continually enhance the professionalism of
California law enforcement in serving its
communities.
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FORWARD
Recent legislation in California, including Assembly Bill 392 and Senate Bill 230, have emphasized
the continued need for law enforcement to leverage de-escalation tactics. Keeping communities safe
is unquestionably of paramount importance for law enforcement. How law enforcement officers
perform this obligation and how their actions are perceived by the community is of equal
importance. A simultaneous focus on the foregoing will help facilitate trust within the community
and reduce violent physical encounters.
In October 2019, the California Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST)
convened over 100 subject matter experts from across the country to discuss de-escalation. Experts
included law enforcement officers and dispatchers, mental health clinicians, attorneys and
prosecutors, law enforcement auditors and monitors, and college professors. The POST “Deescalation Strategies and Techniques for California Law Enforcement” summarizes the findings and
recommendations of the experts and stresses the importance of cultivating positive community
engagement and agency culture; creating achievable strategies and clearly defined policies; leveraging
training; and personnel wellness.
The recommendations identified by the subject matter experts and memorialized in this report are
intended to assist law enforcement personnel in attaining safety and security while mitigating the
potential for violent confrontations. POST staff are forever grateful to the many individuals who
participated in, and assisted POST with this important endeavor.

Manuel Alvarez, Jr.
Executive Director
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PREFACE
Our nation’s Law Enforcement members are often called First Responders because they are the first
to arrive at the scene of an emergency, a public contact, or call for service. Such emergencies and calls
can be dangerous, even life-threatening. Despite imminent danger, they rush toward hazards, assume
risks so others don’t have to, and they confront diverse threats. These actions fall under the blanket
of public service and protection of the communities they serve. This service is a law enforcement
officer’s duty; it’s what they swore an oath to uphold.
There are strong societal expectations of law enforcement to operate under high standards,
professionalism and civility, impartiality and fairness, and transparency. Such desired expectations are
often challenging when having to confront those who are angry or violent, mentally impaired, under
the influence, or who think an officer’s lawful authority or the law does not apply to them. Officers
and Deputies will apply their lawful influence, ranging from mere presence to deadly force and they
often do so with immediacy and under the worst of conditions. Their actions should be balanced and
measured; as these actions are assessed and reassessed to be reasonably and objectively congruent with
law, policy, and training. Communities deserve public policy and service that mandate the highest
policing standards possible, especially when it applies to the use of force or the seizure of a person.
Few would disagree that the decade preceding this
publication has been challenging for law enforcement.
There has been a notable emphasis on and necessity for
the reemergence of Community Oriented Policing
(COPS), but more specifically on specific components
of COPS. Community policing, in all of its forms and
applications, has been around for many years and in
principle and as a philosophy, is timeless; however, like
all things, as a philosophy and public strategy, it should
develop, improve, and adapt to an ever-changing
societal landscape.
In December 2014, President Barrack Obama issued an
Executive Order appointing an eleven-member task
force to develop a project called 21st Century
Policing to respond to a number of serious incidents
between law enforcement and the communities they
serve and protect.
The President wanted a quick, but thorough response that would begin the process of healing and
restore community trust. In May 2015, the final report on 21st Century Policing was published and this
comprehensive report had a notable impact on national law enforcement. In the following years,
ii

training was heavily influenced by the content of this report and the continuing necessity for improved
relations between the police and members of the public.
As 21st Century Policing was integrated into law enforcement and influenced organizational
philosophy, policy, and all levels of training, it became known primarily as Procedural Justice and
Principled Policing. Through necessity, the umbrella of Community Oriented Policing expanded to

adopt and integrate Procedural Justice and Principled Policing as the next evolution to meet today’s
societal needs and to solve identified foundational problems being experienced by law enforcement.
The contemporary elements of 21st Century Policing consist, in part, of six pillars:

iii

21st Century Policing: The 6 Pillars
Pillar One:

Building Trust & Legitimacy

Pillar Two:

Policy & Oversight

Pillar Three:

Technology & Social Media

Pillar Four:

Community Policing & Crime Reduction

Pillar Five:

Officer Training & Education

Pillar Six:

Officer Wellness & Safety

Additional important aspects of Procedural Justice and Principled Policing that fell under the umbrella
of Community Policing included:
•

Fair and Impartial Policing (Impartiality)

•

Transparency

•

Implicit Bias

•

Police Legitimacy

•

Constitutional Policing

•

Tactical Communication

One area in particular that has evolved and has the potential to pose a serious threat to law
enforcement is Police Legitimacy or more accurately described; a lack thereof. This concept, left
unaddressed, could have dire and long-lasting repercussions. When society begins to believe that the
police no longer are legitimate, then the police are viewed to no longer have lawful authority. This
scenario creates the potential for confusion, division, distrust, and the societal subversion of public
safety in the best-case scenario and civil unrest, violence, and anarchy in the worst.
In recent years, there has been a sharp increase in the hyper-focus and scrutiny of high-profile uses of
force by police. Anti-police/government groups were formed, organized, and even externally funded
and their efforts at civil unrest included targeting law enforcement with hate-related speech and threats
or violence. Adverse trends became commonplace on the Internet and through social media depicting
those defying, aggressively challenging, and even menacing the police while video recording the
contacts for mass public consumption. Mainstream media coverage of police incidents often lacked
impartiality and reporting was sensational-based in that it was cosmetic, rushed, and lacked facts or
journalistic thoroughness. These problematic and collective societal conditions, among others, could
have a substantial adverse impact and far-reaching consequences.
iv

The potential consequences of this troublesome scenario serve as a stark national warning and
illustrates a critical necessity for law enforcement to develop, grow, and adopt improved strategies to
meet today’s challenges; legitimacy. Community
Oriented Policing, 21st Century Policing,
Procedural Justice, and Principled Policing
exist to serve as a pathway to establishing and
reestablishing public trust, police legitimacy,
and the safety of law enforcement
professionals and members of the public.
In California, law enforcement adopted these
strategies and philosophies, thus committing
to growth through change. These strategies
and philosophies were implemented through
training and education, policy and
organizational standards, and tangible day-today applications in the field. Through this
ongoing evolution, a specific sub-component
emerged and was singled out and identified as
a key element [emphasis added] that had great
potential to address many of the identified
foundational problems.
–

This key element could help law enforcement achieve success in their problem-solving
efforts to accomplish specific desired goals and to mitigate possible weaknesses.

–

Law enforcement may experience improved contacts, less confrontations or use of force,
and improved image, respect, collaboration, and public trust.

–

This component, employed as a deliberate overt action, is a skill and as a skill can be
formalized and improved through training, video, publication, and policy.

–

This skill is preemptive in that if applied effectively, its’ value works to eliminate a
potential problem before it becomes a problem; a form of Community Policing Risk
Management of sorts.

In short, law enforcement can and should be considered legitimate. This key element, identified to
assist in accomplishing this critical goal, and the focus of this publication is de-escalation.
De-escalation is not new and every officer, without exception, has used and benefitted from a variety
of applied de-escalation techniques, directly and indirectly, their entire careers. De-escalation, broken
into the sum of its own parts, is skilled communication, conflict resolution, crisis intervention, and
influence. Those skilled at de-escalation are persuasive and understand how to defuse aggression,
anger, unlawful defiance, or uncontrolled emotions. De-escalation achieves control verbally before
action should be taken to accomplish control physically.
v

This specific form of communication was formalized and introduced commercially and substantially
into law enforcement in the mid-nineties and was known as Verbal Judo - The Gentle Art of
Persuasion . While Verbal Judo is still taught and practiced, in recent years law enforcement has
adopted the term, Tactical Communication. Today, de-escalation incorporates any and all skills that
might allow law enforcement professionals to more effectively solve some of the significant and
contemporary problems facing law enforcement.
In October 2019, the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and
Training (POST) convened a large summit in San Diego, California
consisting of 100+ law enforcement subject matter experts and a diverse
“De-escalation
assortment of industry professionals to conduct an in-depth exploration
of de-escalation. The mission of this exploration was to develop achieves control
extensive data that could be translated into publication, training, and
verbally before
policy, in part, to help meet legislative and statutory requirements. The
it should be
summit was attended by POST Leadership, Analysts, and Staff
accomplished
Members, Police and Deputy Sheriffs of all ranks, Dispatchers,
University Professors, Attorneys, Legislative Representatives, Law
physically.”
Enforcement Trainers and Subject Matter Experts, Deputy District
Attorneys, Department of Justice Attorneys’, Nurses, the Executive
Director of the California Police Chiefs Association, key staff from
Arizona and Oregon, staff from the California Peace Officers Association, and a variety of private
industry personnel with insight and expertise connected to de-escalation. The summit was hosted by
CA POST and presented by the Government Training Agency (San Diego, CA) and the facilitation,
gathering of all data, and documentation was carried out by facilitation teams from the Government
Training Agency consisting of POST Master Instructors.
The mission of this four-day POST Summit and the purpose of all those who generously offered their
valuable insight was to identify and develop in-depth and broad information surrounding the nature
of de-escalation for law enforcement. Their contributions were recorded and methodologically
analyzed by summit facilitators. From this work emerged a robust exploration of the definition and
meaning of de-escalation and de-escalation techniques, as well as four foundational themes that frame
de-escalation for California policing, policy, and training:
1. De-escalation Achievability and Procedure
2. De-escalation Culture and Philosophy
3. De-escalation Training
4. Wellness and Emotional Intelligence
This work, examines these themes—their characteristics and how they may develop and support
officers’ capacity for the judicious and responsible exercise of the use of force…
“…with respect for human rights and dignity and for the sanctity
of every human life .” (PC 835a)
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De-escalation is not a singular noun. Instead, it is a philosophy and perspective that highlights the
officer’s capacity for analytical thought, personal wellness, emotional intelligence, empathy,
communication, and their competence and confidence with defensive tactics and legal matters.
Consequently, much of the focus of these four themes is not on practical strategies and techniques,
but it is instead focused on an examination of the culture and customs of policing, and how these may
best prepare officers to police equitably, justly, and legitimately.
This comprehensive collection of data was assembled, processed, and authored as a publication for
the California Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training. This publication provides law
enforcement with valuable insight into de-escalation in order to best achieve compliance with statutory
law, improved public policy, the development of quality training, increased officer/public safety and
the reduction of physical force, and the establishment and re-establishment of police legitimacy.
Although this information and the strategies herein are detailed and comprehensive, this manual is
intended as a resource rather than a substitute for adequate training, policy, and other needed forms
of agency support for de-escalation (Community Oriented Policing, Procedural Justice, and Principled
Policing). Comments and suggestions concerning this manual should be directed to your POST
Regional Consultant.

After thirty years of crisis counseling, de-escalation, negotiation, and
persuasion, I’m convinced few things require as much skill as talking
dangerous people into handcuffs
─ Von Kliem (Use of Force Expert)
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INTRODUCTION
De-escalation, in all its forms and definitions, is not a stand-alone remedy for conflict or force. Rather,
de-escalation is an implicit commitment and explicit skill, one of many, that should be used whenever
possible, but at the officer’s discretion and when feasible under the totality of the circumstances to
minimize, divert, or eliminate conflict or force. Such discretion is guided by policy and law and
enhanced through training and organizational culture. De-escalation serves as a potentially powerful
tool, among others, with a diverse assortment of descriptors that will be explored in this publication.
Dr. George Thomson (Founder of Verbal Judo) eloquently described the practice of de-escalation as:

“Redirecting behavior with words…

staying calm in the midst of conflict, deflecting verbal abuse,
and offering empathy in the face of antagonism”
Across the country, law enforcement officers collectively make upwards of 45 million of contacts each
year under every circumstance conceivable. From a broad perspective, the vast majority of these
contacts are successful and productive; business as usual. Unfortunately, the nature of the job, beyond
public service, includes enforcement, protection, and the exertion of statutory authority (power). This
professional burden is carried by police in the form of responsibility, duty, and public service. The
simple reality is that sometimes police need to engage in conflict or physical force to gain lawful control
and sometimes deadly force to protect their own lives or the lives of others. Most would agree that
these options are always the last resort when lesser attempts to control have been attempted and failed
or lesser attempts are not appropriate or safe based on the prevailing circumstances.
The concept of de-escalation is straightforward, simple, and direct. While its academic construction is
important, the definition, history, and intellectual theories pale in comparison to its successful and
tangible application in the field. De-escalation is always preferred over its alternative. De-escalation has
saved lives countless times, thus the justification and necessity to explore and adopt this subject is
without measure. Additionally, the desired byproduct for the successful training and application of deescalation is less fear, reduced force, and fewer injuries. Further, the benefits of effective de-escalation
include improved public/media image and relationships, reduced civil litigation, and of critical
importance; a sweeping restoration of police legitimacy.
This publication is a call to action. Its content is meant to reintroduce and re-emphasize de-escalation,
technique and philosophy, as a strategy based on real-world achievable skills to better address solvable
problems; to do it better today than yesterday. The contents herein offer statutory requirements,
clarification and definition, tactics, resources, diverse considerations for implementation, and illustrate
the necessity and value of de-escalation as a tool to make policing more effective, safer, and to earn
legitimacy in the eyes of the community that law enforcement serves.
ix

The POST Commission’s vision for this publication is to provide peace officers and dispatchers the
principles of de-escalation and how it can provide effective tools during contacts with the public and
result in improved decision-making, reduction in situational intensity, and outcomes with greater
voluntary compliance. As such, the mission is to improve the law enforcement officer’s ability to
better understand the “facts,” in volatile situations and consider alternatives to measures of force,
before the application of force.

De-escalation Problem-Results Model
The following model provides an illustrative and topical overview; an action plan of sorts for law
enforcement. The model utilizes the P-A-R Formula (Problem–Action–Result), thus offering agencies
a quick-start reference and a broad-view approach that illustrates a programmatic beginning, middle,
and end.

De-escalation Problem-Results Model: Agency Implementation
What are the PROBLEMS to be addressed and solved?

What STRATEGIES should be identified, selected, and developed to solve the problems?

With the strategies well identified and made into an action plan, how will the strategies be
turned into tangible ACTIONS ; then practiced, reinforced, refined, and evaluated?

The measurement of success: After the strategies have been put to action and carried out, what
are the RESULTS when contrasted and compared to the original identified problems?

x
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What this publication is…
This publication is a timely, detailed, and information-rich living document designed to inform,
benefit, and provide California law enforcement with relevant and diverse content about a critical
concern for policing across the country. Further, it provides pending legislation (statutory law)
information requiring change and compliance and offers law enforcement organizations with ideas,
resources, and pertinent information to meet these challenges.
This publication is a guide for organizations to use as a valuable resource and serve as an ongoing
reference to help agencies develop both standardized and effective policies. The content of this
publication may serve law enforcement trainers, experts, supervisors, and managers to better develop
relevant and quality comprehensive training. Such training is designed to minimally:
–

Increase officer and public safety by reducing the use of force

–

Establish and re-establish positive public perception and police legitimacy

–

Mitigate liability, complaints, and the disconnection and misperceptions between the
police and the community through improved communication

Law enforcement’s use of force is a way to bring control to a problem that is out of control. Law
enforcement’s use of de-escalation is a way to bring control to a problem before it requires force. They
work together in succession: de-escalation to force and force to de-escalation and while de-escalation
is certainly preferred instead of, or prior to force, it does not restrict it, limit it, or replace it; they are
both critical tools, among many, in a professional officer’s diverse toolbox.

What this publication is not…
This publication is not an all-inclusive exhaustive or complete (finished) exploration of de-escalation;
no such document exists and if it did, it would be thousands of pages long and impossible to navigate
or implement.
This publication is not the definitive “how-to” manual or official mandate that dictates how law
enforcement agencies shall draft their policies or construct their training.
This publication does not suggest that de-escalation is a panacea that wholly replaces an officer’s
necessity to use objectively reasonable, justifiable, and lawful force to defend themselves or those they
serve.

xii

De-escalation: Strategies & Techniques for California Law Enforcement

Executive Summary
In October 2019, the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST) convened a large
summit in San Diego, California consisting of 100+ law enforcement subject matter experts and a
diverse assortment of industry professionals to conduct an in-depth exploration of de-escalation. The
mission of this exploration was to develop extensive data that could be translated into publication,
training, and policy, in part, to help meet legislative and statutory requirements.
This executive summary is offered to provide a concise working overview of the Commission’s
comprehensive publication on de-escalation. Under today’s unique and dynamic social climate, diverse
de-escalation strategies, techniques, and the publication’s peripheral topics have never been more
relevant, timely, and critical.
The POST publication is a detailed, multi-pronged, and thorough examination of de-escalation with
topics that include:
•

The safety of law enforcement officers and those they serve.

•

Showing a process of using strategies and techniques intended to decrease the intensity of the
situation.

•

Utilizing a multitude of developed skills, methods, and mindset to reduce or eliminate the use
of force and establish police legitimacy. De-escalation seeks to achieve control verbally before
it needs to be accomplished physically.

•

Providing tangible tools, ideas, techniques, and resources to help law enforcement
professionals’ better resolve conflict through a wide variety of options and applications.

•

Integrating the tenets of 21st Century Policing, Procedural Justice, Principled Policing,
Community Oriented Policing, and Officer Wellness and Emotional Intelligence.

•

Providing the legal qualifications/mandates and statutory framework for Senate Bill 230
(effective January 1, 2021) and Assembly Bill 392.

•

Providing agencies with information on de-escalation to assist in the development of training
direction and content and the expansion of department policy.
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De-escalation Content Summary
The front matter of the publication highlights the recent historical developments of the President’s
Task Force on 21st Century Policing and its primary objectives (Six Pillars). Included is the integration
of Procedural Justice, Principled Policing, and Community Oriented Policing and the important tenets
that fall under the umbrella of these critical areas of law enforcement.
The publication introduces the Problem-Results Model that provides a topical overview of the
current problems to be solved, strategies to be identified and developed, actions that should be
taken, reinforced, and evaluated, and the results that illustrate the measure of progress/success.

Legal Qualifications and Statutory Framework
A catalyst in the necessity for the publication is the comprehensive requirements and changes detailed
in Senate Bill (SB) 230, which becomes effective on January 1, 2021 and Assembly Bill (AB) 392,
which became effective on January 1, 2020. The content of these bills are detailed in the publication.
Of particular note, De-escalation and the Duty to Intercede are inclusive under SB 230.
This bill would, by no later than January 1, 2021, require each law enforcement agency
to maintain a policy that provides guidelines on the use of force, utilizing de-escalation
techniques and other alternatives to force when feasible, specific guidelines for the
application of deadly force, and factors for evaluating and reviewing all use of force
incidents, among other things. The bill would require each agency to make their use
of force policy accessible to the public. By imposing additional duties on local agencies,
this bill would create a state-mandated local program.

De-escalation Defined
“De-escalation is the process of using strategies and techniques intended to decrease the
intensity of the situation.”
The publication breaks down the definition into the definitive sum of its own parts: process, strategies,
and techniques to achieve a desired successful outcome. Also covered are the desired skills and traits
that contribute to effective de-escalation, what de-escalation is not, and a detailed listing showing what
causal factors may contribute to how de-escalation efforts may fail.
The publication provides an overview of the summit participant’s unique perspectives of the adoption
and use of de-escalation, developing a de-escalation mindset, and the officer’s duty to intercede (aka
intervene); Penal Code Section 13519.10 (a)(10)(2) and Government Code 7286 (a)(8).

De-escalation: Achievability & Procedure
Policies and frameworks outlining the implementation of de-escalation practices in the field should be
adequately flexible to allow officers to select the best course of action in given circumstances.
Adequate Flexibility = Professional Discretion (critical in law enforcement).

De-escalation “should be part of an organizational system and practice” (Michael Bishop, San Diego Harbor
Police). Change comes from within; organizations should foster a culture of de-escalation practices
among all personnel, so the practice can be mirrored when interacting with the public. De-escalation
is an internal strategy and is not just techniques, but a collective (culture) way of thinking
(philosophy/mindset).
Key Elements:
1) Strategies covering personnel mindset (training, culture, health and wellness);
2) Achievable tactics, techniques, and procedures for top-down de-escalation;
3) The foundational importance of communication;
4) Establishing and maintaining open dialogue with the community; and
5) The necessity for review and assessment standards to be achievable and clearly stated.

De-escalation: Culture & Philosophy
Summit participants consistently made the assertion that establishing a policing culture focusing on a
philosophy that policing exists for the primary purpose of protecting life, is the foundation for any
successful De-escalation program. Participants emphasized throughout the Summit that De-escalation
is not simply a technique or tactic that can be addressed in a singular element of policy, training, or
policing procedure. De-escalation is a product of an overarching commitment through organizational
culture and philosophy to protecting life. This proposition requires a top-down acceptance by
practitioners and the communities they serve.
Key Elements:
1) The Warrior vs. Guardian mentality and the development of a guardian mindset culture;
2) Desirable characteristics are closely related to personnel practices (i.e. recruitment, hiring,
retention, evaluation, and promotion); and
3) It is important to develop a feedback system with established methods to measure success or
problems.

De-escalation Training
The importance of effective de-escalation training weighed heavily in the contributions of summit
participants. Every theme included a focus on the need for effective internal and external training. To
this end, the summit participants offered five principal assertions for police de-escalation training: 1)
De-escalation training should be pervasive; 2) Successful de-escalation training begins in the basic
academy; 3) FTO programs should be consistent in transitioning de-escalation concepts to tangible
application; 4) De-escalation training should be consistently interlinked to in-service (roll-call training,
videos, and meetings) and advanced officer training; and 5) Supervisors and managers should receive
training not only on the mechanics of de-escalation, but also on the methods for the communication
of de-escalation philosophies inclusive of the organizational mission and vision.

Key Elements:
1) De-escalation training should be engaging and learner-centered;
2) Education for police de-escalation should be offered to the public;
3) De-escalation should include specific content (recommended content is included); and

4) Specialized de-escalation training includes Dispatchers, Academy Instructors, FTOs, and
Supervisors/Managers.

De-escalation: Wellness & Emotional Intelligence
As policing changes, becomes more sophisticated, and develops to meet contemporary challenges,
health, wellness, and emotional intelligence (EI) for law enforcement is substantially important; even
life-saving. The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing highlighted six primary areas of focus
surrounding six pillars. The sixth pillar is Officer Wellness and Safety. The Law Enforcement Mental
Health and Wellness Act of 2017 (LEMHWA) was signed into law in January 2018, recognizing that
law enforcement agencies need and deserve support in their ongoing efforts to protect the mental
health and well-being of their staff. An enlightened organizational culture, quality training, and
available stigma-free resources for good mental and psychological health are just as vital as good
physical health for law enforcement officers. To enjoy the success and longevity of a quality law
enforcement career, officers must consider a holistic approach to wellbeing; the whole package—mind
(EI) and body (wellness).
Key Elements:
1) Maximizing the quantity and quality of life;
2) Understanding the “rules” to achieving wellness;
3) Wellness programs and training;
4) Understanding what Emotional Intelligence and Officer Wellness are;
5) Proper emotional intelligence incorporates the ability to accurately assess and recognize your
own emotional state or state of mind;
6) Factors that contribute to an adverse emotional state;
7) Assessment and self-regulation;
8) The considerations and components of an officer wellness program;
9) Wellness and the organizational culture; and
10) Wellness resources, publications, and technology.

De-escalation: Methods, Techniques, & Tactics
The most successful officers possess situational flexibility and spontaneous adaptability. Their
methods, techniques, and tactics are not an assortment of preplanned actions; they don’t react, they
respond and do so in a fluid manner. They revise their approach on the fly and continually adapt,
assess, and reassess until something starts to work. This trial and error approach enjoys the most

flexibility and success when officers have a broad and varied assortment of methods and techniques
to choose from; like tools in an assorted toolbox. The more options officers have, the more effective
they are at de-escalation and such options can range from applied empathy and a yielding friendly
approach to immediate physical force. The key is to ebb and flow; never be static until success has
been realized, the objective has been accomplished, or de-escalation is no longer an option.
Key Elements:
1) Pre-contact assessment of the situation and the subject;
2) Move, distract, or isolate;
3) Giving others a voice;
4) Using your supervisor effectively;
5) It’s not what you say, it’s how you say it;
6) Your goal in control;
7) Be explanatory;
8) Identify the source of hostility;
9) Control non-verbal communication;
10) Take your time – slow things down;
11) Winning by losing;
12) The power of civility;
13) Update your contact;
14) Identify your potential external allies;
15) Special populations job aid;
16) Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) techniques/training;
17) After action debriefings/reports are critical for success;
18) Successful de-escalation is de-escalation well documented;
19) Concluding your contact – developing an effective exit strategy; and
20) De-escalation during civil unrest/protests.

De-escalation: A Complete Understanding
Throughout this publication, there are innumerable ways to develop an understanding of, and carry
out the “art” of de-escalation. There are tools to train officer’s with and to give them knowledge and
skills that will assist them their journey to successfully addressing and concluding in the best possible
manner many, if not most, of their contacts and calls for service. Terms like Procedural Justice or
Police Legitimacy are significant and should not be treated lightly and related contemporary terms
such as De-escalation and Duty to Intercede also carry significant weight. California law enforcement
operates under very strict rules with each agency providing hundreds if not thousands of policies and

procedures to follow. Laws must be followed and the constitution of both California and the United
States is paramount – our citizens must be protected. We trust that you will find the publication to
contain information that will allow your agency to serve the public in the best possible way.

CHAPTER 1

LEGAL QUALIFICATIONS
AND STATUTORY FRAMEWORK
A catalyst in the necessity for this publication is the comprehensive requirements and changes detailed
in Senate Bill (SB) 230, which becomes effective on January 1, 2021, and Assembly Bill 392, which
became effective on January 1, 2020.
One word, in its varied forms, that is consistent in all foundational descriptions used to identify the
purpose, mission, and duty of law enforcement is the word, Service .

Public Service | Public Servant | To Protect & Serve
Providing new standards that improve policy and training that reduces the use of force through
constitutionally sound policing is meeting the critical responsibility to better serve.

To achieve this honorable responsibility, law enforcement leaders, the Attorney General, California
State Legislators, the American Civil Liberties Union, the Peace Officers Research Association of
California, the California Police Chiefs Association, related advocates, and community stakeholders
and organizations worked in partnership to revise and modify California law. These collaborative
efforts provided improved statutory guidance for law enforcement’s use of force.

SB 230 is the result of these collective efforts to help minimize the use of force, in part, through
constitutional policing, providing the highest level of protection and safety for members of the public,
and to develop the most effective and comprehensive policies and training available to assist Peace
Officers successfully meet their duty to serve.
This bill requires each law enforcement agency to maintain a policy that provides guidelines on the
use of force, utilizing de-escalation techniques and other alternatives to force when feasible, specific
guidelines for the application of deadly force, and factors for evaluating and reviewing all use of force
incidents, among other things. This bill requires California POST (The Commission) to implement a
course or courses of instruction for the regular and periodic training of law enforcement officers in
the use of force.
Additionally, the bill requires the Commission to develop uniform, minimum guidelines for adoption
and promulgation by California law enforcement agencies for the use of force, as specified. The bill
requires law enforcement agencies to adopt and promulgate a use of force policy and states the intent
of the Legislature that each law enforcement agency adopts, promulgate, and require regular and
periodic training consistent with the agency’s policy that complies with the guidelines developed under
this bill.
The successful implementation of SB 230 in combination with AB 392 will provide California’s over
600 agencies and nearly 90,000 sworn peace officers with training, backed by policy, to reflect the new
standards. It will provide the knowledge and skills needed to reduce the use of force and best utilize
community policing to deliver the most safe, effective, and exemplary public service and law
enforcement possible.
De-escalation is a foundational part of SB 230 and law enforcement agencies should thoroughly
examine, adopt, and integrate the contents of SB 230 into their organizational philosophy/culture,
policy and procedures, and training. Agencies should ensure that key organizational staff is wholly
familiar with SB 230 as it is integrated into revised and improved policies and developed and presented
through training and publication.

Senate Bill No. 230
SB 230, Caballero. Law enforcement: use of deadly force: training: policies.
(1)

Existing law requires each law enforcement agency to annually furnish specified information
to the Department of Justice regarding the use of force by a peace officer. Existing law
requires the Department of Justice, once per year, to update a summary of information
contained in the reports received on its internet website. Existing law requires a department
or agency that employs peace officers or custodial officers to establish a procedure to
investigate complaints by members of the public against those officers.
This bill, by no later than January 1, 2021, requires each law enforcement agency to
maintain a policy that provides guidelines on the use of force, utilizing de-escalation
techniques and other alternatives to force when feasible, specific guidelines for the
application of deadly force, and factors for evaluating and reviewing all use of force
incidents, among other things. The bill requires each agency to make their use of

force policy accessible to the public. By imposing additional duties on local agencies,
this bill creates a state-mandated local program.
(2)

Existing law establishes the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training in the
Department of Justice and requires the commission to adopt rules establishing minimum
standards regarding the recruitment of peace officers. Existing law requires the commission
to develop guidelines and implement courses of instruction regarding racial profiling,
domestic violence, hate crimes, vehicle pursuits, and human trafficking, among others.
This bill requires the commission to implement a course or courses of instruction for the
regular and periodic training of law enforcement officers in the use of force. The bill requires
the commission to develop uniform, minimum guidelines for adoption and promulgation by
California law enforcement agencies for the use of force, as specified. The bill requires law
enforcement agencies to adopt and promulgate a use of force policy and will state the intent
of the Legislature that each law enforcement agency adopt, promulgate, and require regular
and periodic training consistent with the agency’s policy that complies with the guidelines
developed under this bill.
This bill will make findings and declarations regarding the intent of the bill, as it pertains to
law enforcement agencies’ use of force policies, including that those policies may be
introduced in legal proceedings and may be considered as a factor in determining the
reasonableness of an officer’s actions, but do not impose a legal duty on an officer to act in
accordance with the policy.

(3)

The California Constitution requires the state to reimburse local agencies and school districts
for certain costs mandated by the state. Statutory provisions establish procedures for making
that reimbursement.
This bill provides that, if the Commission on State Mandates determines that the bill contains
costs mandated by the state, reimbursement for those costs shall be made pursuant to the
statutory provisions noted above.

(4)

This bill will also make its provisions operative contingent on the enactment of Assembly
Bill 392 of the 2019–20 Regular Session.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. The Legislature finds and declares:
(a)

The highest priority of California law enforcement is safeguarding the life, dignity, and liberty
of all persons, without prejudice to anyone.

(b)

Law enforcement officers shall be guided by the principle of reverence for human life in all
investigative, enforcement, and other contacts between officers and members of the public.
When officers are called upon to detain or arrest a suspect who is uncooperative or actively
resisting, may attempt to flee, poses a danger to others, or poses a danger to themselves, they

should consider tactics and techniques that may persuade the suspect to voluntarily comply
or may mitigate the need to use a higher level of force to resolve the situation safely.
(c)

Vesting officers with the authority to use necessary force as determined by an objectively
reasonable officer and to protect the public welfare requires monitoring, evaluation, and a
careful balancing of all interests.

(d)

The authority to use force is a serious responsibility given to peace officers by the people
who expect them to exercise that authority judiciously and with respect for human rights,
dignity, and life.

(e)

The intent of this act is to establish the minimum standard for policies and reporting
procedures regarding California law enforcement agencies’ use of force. The purpose of
these use of force policies is to provide law enforcement agencies with guidance regarding
the use and application of force to ensure such applications are used only to effect arrests or
lawful detentions, overcome resistance, or bring a situation under legitimate control.

(f)

No policy can anticipate every conceivable situation or exceptional circumstance which
officers may face. In all circumstances, officers are expected to exercise sound judgment and
critical decision-making when using force options.

(g)

A law enforcement agency’s use of force policies and training may be introduced as evidence
in proceedings involving an officer’s use of force. The policies and training may be
considered as a factor in the totality of circumstances in determining whether the officer
acted reasonably, but shall not be considered as imposing a legal duty on the officer to act in
accordance with such policies and training.

(h)

Every instance, in which a firearm is discharged, including exceptional circumstances, shall
be reviewed by the department on a case-by-case basis to evaluate all facts and to determine
if the incident is within policy and in accordance with training.

SECTION 2. Chapter 17.4 (commencing with Section 7286) is added to Division 7 of Title 1 of the
Government Code, to read:
CHAPTER 17.4. Law Enforcement Use of Force Policies
7286. (a) For the purposes of this section:
(1)

“Deadly force” means any use of force that creates a substantial risk of causing death or
serious bodily injury. Deadly force includes, but is not limited to, the discharge of a firearm.

(2)

“Feasible” means reasonably capable of being done or carried out under the circumstances
to successfully achieve the arrest or lawful objective without increasing risk to the officer or
another person.

(3)

“Law enforcement agency” means any police department, sheriff’s department, district
attorney, county probation department, transit agency police department, school district
police department, the police department of any campus of the University of California, the

California State University, or community college, the Department of the California Highway
Patrol, the Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the Department of Justice.
(b)

Each law enforcement agency shall, by no later than January 1, 2021, maintain a policy that
provides a minimum standard on the use of force. Each agency’s policy shall include all of
the following:

(1)

A requirement that officers utilize de-escalation techniques, crisis intervention tactics, and
other alternatives to force when feasible.

(2)

A requirement that an officer may only use a level of force that they reasonably believe is
proportional to the seriousness of the suspected offense or the reasonably perceived level of
actual or threatened resistance.

(3)

A requirement that officers report potential excessive force to a superior officer when
present and observing another officer using force that the officer believes to be beyond that
which is necessary, as determined by an objectively reasonable officer under the
circumstances based upon the totality of information actually known to the officer.

(4)

Clear and specific guidelines regarding situations in which officers may or may not draw a
firearm or point a firearm at a person.

(5)

A requirement that officers consider their surroundings and potential risks to bystanders, to
the extent reasonable under the circumstances, before discharging a firearm.

(6)

Procedures for disclosing public records in accordance with Section 832.7.

(7)

Procedures for the filing, investigation, and reporting of citizen complaints regarding use of
force incidents.

(8)

A requirement that an officer intercede when present and observing another officer using
force that is clearly beyond that which is necessary, as determined by an objectively
reasonable officer under the circumstances, taking into account the possibility that other
officers may have additional information regarding the threat posed by a subject.

(9)

Comprehensive and specific guidelines regarding approved methods and devices available
for the application of force.

(10)

An explicitly stated requirement that officers carry out duties, including use of force, in a
manner that is fair and unbiased.

(11)

Comprehensive and specific guidelines for the application of deadly force.

(12)

Comprehensive and detailed requirements for prompt internal reporting and notification
regarding a use of force incident, including reporting use of force incidents to the
Department of Justice in compliance with Section 12525.2.

(13)

The role of supervisors in the review of use of force applications.

(14)

A requirement that officers promptly provide, if properly trained, or otherwise promptly
procure medical assistance for persons injured in a use of force incident, when reasonable
and safe to do so.

(15)

Training standards and requirements relating to demonstrated knowledge and understanding
of the law enforcement agency’s use of force policy by officers, investigators, and
supervisors.

(16)

Training and guidelines regarding vulnerable populations, including, but not limited to,
children, elderly persons, people who are pregnant, and people with physical, mental, and
developmental disabilities.

(17)

Comprehensive and specific guidelines under which the discharge of a firearm at or from a
moving vehicle may or may not be permitted.

(18)

Factors for evaluating and reviewing all use of force incidents.

(19)

Minimum training and course titles required to meet the objectives in the use of force policy.

(20)

A requirement for the regular review and updating of the policy to reflect developing
practices and procedures.
Each law enforcement agency shall make their use of force policy adopted pursuant to this
section accessible to the public.

(c)
(d)

This section does not supersede the collective bargaining procedures established pursuant
to the Myers-Milias-Brown Act (Chapter 10 (commencing with Section 3500) of Division
4), the Ralph C. Dills Act (Chapter 10.3 (commencing with Section 3512) of Division 4), or
the Higher Education Employer-Employee Relations Act (Chapter 12 (commencing with
Section 3560) of Division 4).

SECTION 3. Section 13519.10 is added to the Penal Code, immediately following Section 13519.9,
to read:
13519.10. (a) (1) The commission shall implement a course or courses of instruction for the regular
and periodic training of law enforcement officers in the use of force and shall also develop uniform,
minimum guidelines for adoption and promulgation by California law enforcement agencies for use
of force. The guidelines and course of instruction shall stress that the use of force by law enforcement
personnel is of important concern to the community and law enforcement and that law enforcement
should safeguard life, dignity, and liberty of all persons, without prejudice to anyone. These guidelines
shall be a resource for each agency executive to use in the creation of the use of force policy that the
agency is required to adopt and promulgate pursuant to Section 7286 of the Government Code, and
that reflects the needs of the agency, the jurisdiction it serves, and the law.
(2)

As used in this section, “law enforcement officer” includes any peace officer of a local police
or sheriff’s department or the California Highway Patrol, or of any other law enforcement
agency authorized by law to use force to effectuate an arrest.

(b)

The course or courses of the regular basic course for law enforcement officers and the
guidelines shall include all of the following:

(1)

Legal standards for use of force.

(2)

Duty to intercede.

(3)

The use of objectively reasonable force.

(4)

Supervisory responsibilities.

(5)

Use of force review and analysis.

(6)

Guidelines for the use of deadly force.

(7)

State required reporting.

(8)

De-escalation and interpersonal communication training, including tactical methods that
use time, distance, cover, and concealment, to avoid escalating situations that lead to
violence.

(9)

Implicit and explicit bias and cultural competency.

(10)

Skills including de-escalation techniques to effectively, safely, and respectfully interact with
people with disabilities or behavioral health issues.

(11)

Use of force scenario training including simulations of low-frequency, high-risk situations
and calls for service, shoot-or-don’t-shoot situations, and real-time force option decisionmaking.

(12)

Alternatives to the use of deadly force and physical force, so that de-escalation tactics and
less lethal alternatives are, where reasonably feasible, part of the decision-making process
leading up to the consideration of deadly force.

(13)

Mental health and policing, including bias and stigma.

(14)

Using public service, including the rendering of first aid, to provide a positive point of
contact between law enforcement officers and community members to increase trust and
reduce conflicts.

(c)

Law enforcement agencies are encouraged to include, as part of their advanced officer
training program, periodic updates and training on use of force. The commission shall assist
where possible.

(d)(1) The course or courses of instruction, the learning and performance objectives, the standards
for the training, and the guidelines shall be developed by the commission in consultation
with appropriate groups and individuals having an interest and expertise in the field on use
of force. The groups and individuals shall include, but not be limited to, law enforcement
agencies, police academy instructors, subject matter experts, and members of the public.

(2)

The commission, in consultation with these groups and individuals, shall review existing
training programs to determine the ways in which use of force training may be included as
part of ongoing programs.

(e)

It is the intent of the Legislature that each law enforcement agency adopt, promulgate, and
require regular and periodic training consistent with an agency’s specific use of force policy
that, at a minimum, complies with the guidelines developed under subdivisions (a) and (b).

SECTION 4. If the Commission on State Mandates determines that this act contains costs mandated
by the state, reimbursement to local agencies and school districts for those costs shall be made
pursuant to Part 7 (commencing with Section 17500) of Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government
Code.
SECTION 5. This act shall take effect only if Assembly Bill 392 of the 2019–20 Regular Session is
enacted and becomes operative.
________________________________________________
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Assembly Bill No. 392
On August 19, 2019, Governor Gavin Newsom signed AB 392 into law. AB 392 is an act to amend
Penal Code Sections 196 and 835a of the Penal Code, relating to California’s peace officers.
The Governor and members of the legislature accepted substantial input from a variety of law
enforcement associations and legal counsel in amending AB 392’s original language (AB 391). AB
392 specifically updates California’s legal standard that governs when force can be used and how to
subsequently evaluate such force, by modification of California standards to be congruent with the
federal standard of “objective reasonableness.” Objective reasonableness has been a foundational and
long-standing standard as held in numerous United States Supreme Court and lower federal court
rulings. The new law went into effect on January 1, 2020.
Existing law authorizes a peace officer to make an arrest pursuant to a warrant or based upon probable
cause, as specified. Under existing law, an arrest is made by the actual restraint of the person or by
submission to the custody of the arresting officer.
Existing law authorizes a peace officer to use reasonable force to effect the arrest, to prevent escape,
or to overcome resistance. Existing law does not require an officer to retreat or desist from an attempt
to make an arrest because of resistance or threatened resistance of the person being arrested.
Under existing law, a homicide committed by a peace officer is justifiable when necessarily committed
in arresting a person who has committed a felony and the person is fleeing or resisting such arrest.
Existing case law deems such a homicide to be a seizure under the Fourth Amendment of the
Constitution of the United States, and as such, requires the actions to be reasonable.

This bill redefines the circumstances under which a homicide by a peace officer is deemed justifiable
to include when the officer reasonably believes, based on the totality of the circumstances, that deadly
force is necessary to defend against an imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury to the officer
or to another person, or to apprehend a fleeing person for a felony that threatened or resulted in death
or serious bodily injury, if the officer reasonably believes that the person will cause death or serious
bodily injury to another unless the person is immediately apprehended.
The bill also affirmatively prescribes the circumstances under which a peace officer is authorized to
use deadly force to affect an arrest, to prevent escape, or to overcome resistance.
SECTION 1. Section 196 of the Penal Code is amended to read:
196.

Homicide is justifiable when committed by peace officers and those acting by their
command in their aid and assistance, under either of the following circumstances:

(a)

In obedience to any judgment of a competent court.

(b)

When the homicide results from a peace officer’s use of force that is in compliance with
Section 835a.

SECTION 2. Section 835a of the Penal Code is amended to read:
835a.

(a) The Legislature finds and declares all of the following:

(1)

That the authority to use physical force, conferred on peace officers by this section, is a
serious responsibility that shall be exercised judiciously and with respect for human rights
and dignity and for the sanctity of every human life. The Legislature further finds and
declares that every person has a right to be free from excessive use of force by officers
acting under color of law.

(2)

As set forth below, it is the intent of the Legislature that peace officers use deadly force
only when necessary in defense of human life. In determining whether deadly force is
necessary, officers shall evaluate each situation in light of the particular circumstances of
each case, and shall use other available resources and techniques if reasonably safe and
feasible to an objectively reasonable officer.

(3)

That the decision by a peace officer to use force shall be evaluated carefully and
thoroughly, in a manner that reflects the gravity of that authority and the serious
consequences of the use of force by peace officers, in order to ensure that officers use
force consistent with law and agency policies.

(4)

That the decision by a peace officer to use force shall be evaluated from the perspective
of a reasonable officer in the same situation, based on the totality of the circumstances
known to or perceived by the officer at the time, rather than with the benefit of hindsight,
and that the totality of the circumstances shall account for occasions when officers may
be forced to make quick judgments about using force.

(5)

That individuals with physical, mental health, developmental, or intellectual disabilities are
significantly more likely to experience greater levels of physical force during police
interactions, as their disability may affect their ability to understand or comply with
commands from peace officers. It is estimated that individuals with disabilities are
involved in between one-third and one-half of all fatal encounters with law enforcement.

(b)

Any peace officer who has reasonable cause to believe that the person to be arrested has
committed a public offense may use objectively reasonable force to effect the arrest, to
prevent escape, or to overcome resistance.

(c)(1)

Notwithstanding subdivision (b), a peace officer is justified in using deadly force upon
another person only when the officer reasonably believes, based on the totality of the
circumstances, that such force is necessary for either of the following reasons:

(A)

To defend against an imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury to the officer or
to another person.

(B)

To apprehend a fleeing person for any felony that threatened or resulted in death or
serious bodily injury, if the officer reasonably believes that the person will cause death or
serious bodily injury to another unless immediately apprehended. Where feasible, a peace
officer shall, prior to the use of force, make reasonable efforts to identify themselves as a
peace officer and to warn that deadly force may be used, unless the officer has objectively
reasonable grounds to believe the person is aware of those facts.

(2)

A peace officer shall not use deadly force against a person based on the danger that person
poses to themselves, if an objectively reasonable officer would believe the person does
not pose an imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury to the peace officer or to
another person.

(d)

A peace officer who makes or attempts to make an arrest need not retreat or desist from
their efforts by reason of the resistance or threatened resistance of the person being
arrested. A peace officer shall not be deemed an aggressor or lose the right to self-defense
by the use of objectively reasonable force in compliance with subdivisions (b) and (c) to
effect the arrest or to prevent escape or to overcome resistance. For the purposes of this
subdivision, “retreat” does not mean tactical repositioning or other de-escalation tactics.

(e)

For purposes of this section, the following definitions shall apply:

(1)

“Deadly force” means any use of force that creates a substantial risk of causing death or
serious bodily injury, including, but not limited to, the discharge of a firearm.

(2)

A threat of death or serious bodily injury is “imminent” when, based on the totality of the
circumstances, a reasonable officer in the same situation would believe that a person has
the present ability, opportunity, and apparent intent to immediately cause death or serious
bodily injury to the peace officer or another person. An imminent harm is not merely a
fear of future harm, no matter how great the fear and no matter how great the likelihood

of the harm, but is one that, from appearances, should be instantly confronted and
addressed.
(3)

“Totality of the circumstances” means all facts known to the peace officer at the time,
including the conduct of the officer and the subject leading up to the use of deadly force.

_____________________________________________________
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CHAPTER 2

DE-ESCALATION DEFINED
California Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training:
“De-escalation is the process of using strategies and techniques intended
to decrease the intensity of the situation.”

Process
The first step in the effective and formal deployment of de-escalation is to ensure it has a top-down
organizational commitment from all the stakeholders. The identification of de-escalation is followed
by understanding its substantial necessity in professional law enforcement and the desired internal and
external benefits of its successful adoption and application. The better the understanding of deescalation; the better the buy-in. Buy-in and adherence to the use of de-escalation is always best
supported by providing and reinforcing clear and concise expectations followed by diligent follow-up
and accountability.
Once wholly adopted, de-escalation is researched, developed, and formalized. It is refined, improved,
and customized for transference into policy/procedure and education in the form of publication,
training, and video/media. In addition to policy, any statutory law, legislation, or case law requirements
that influence de-escalation should be inclusive in such publications, training, and video.
The previous two paragraphs have described a process . The process in the POST definition is a key
foundational term, as it illustrates a system, methodology, or a progressive plan that has a beginning,
middle, and a desired end. The process in this definition sets the stage for implementation where the
planning, development, and knowledge of de-escalation turn into strategy and the tangible application
of it. This preoperational process gives de-escalation its content, relevance, and readiness for use.

Strategies & Techniques
When formally adopting de-escalation into policy and training for its use, the strategies serve as the
planning phase or pre-application strategy. De-escalation strategy illustrates the HOW we are going to
do it and WHY we are going to do it that way. De-escalation techniques are the tangible actions
taken to deliver de-escalation and the execution of process and strategies .

PROCESS:
–

Identifying external statutory mandates & legislation
•

SB 230/AB 392

–

Agency adoption and integration of statutory requirements

–

Agency-specific de-escalation needs assessment followed by top-down buy-in
•

–

–

Needs Assessment: Statutory mandate, improved policy, enhanced training, reduced use of
force, officer safety, restoration of legitimacy, liability mitigation/risk management,
professionalism

Development & revision of Department policy
•

De-escalation/Use of Force

•

SB 230/AB 392 requirements

Internal & external de-escalation training for all staff

STRATEGIES:
–

Develop division & bureau-level implementation planning (methods of execution)

–

Develop & plan methods of individual and team deployment of de-escalation

–

Develop formal follow-up & performance evaluation standard for de-escalation
skills

TECHNIQUES:
–

Execution: Process + Strategy + Action = Applied de-escalation

–

Assessment of implementation
•

Supervisory effectiveness/success assessment & accountability audits (body-cam review)

•

Adjustments & revisions

•

Performance evaluation

De-escalation Desired Skills & Traits
Communication Skills

Influence/Persuasion

Trustworthiness

Patience

Redirection/Redefining

Command Presence

Empathy

Impartiality

Equity/Balance

Deflection/Diffusion

Calmness

Civility/Respect

Altruism

Tonality

Understanding

Demeanor/Persona

Professionalism

Confidence

Justification

Lawful Authority

Tactics/Teamwork

Legitimacy

Unbiased/Neutrality

Humility

Control/Physical Control

Ethical Manipulation

Active Listening

Focus/Clarification

Conflict Resolution

Mastery of Ego

Language

Authenticity

Non-verbal/Physicality

“Knowledge is not power; it’s potential power.
Execution will trump knowledge any day.”
─ Tony Robbins

Many would argue that a large sharp tactical knife sitting atop a table is a deadly weapon. It is not, at
least not yet. It is a potential deadly weapon. By itself and without deployment, it is a paperweight.
Taken into the hand and put to use, only then does the knife realize its potential as a weapon.
Knowledge is not power; execution is power. Knowledge alone is great, but it’s half the battle, as
without execution, it’s little more than good intentions. Applied knowledge through action is the key
to success. Understanding de-escalation and all its definitive components, statutory requirements, and
potential is the stepping stone to the overt application (execution) of that knowledge. This application
(action) is the development of new policy, the presentation of quality training, and the implementation
and overt practice of both by public safety personnel.

What De-escalation is Not
It is important to understand and to define what de-escalation is, but just important to know what it
is not. De-escalation should never be considered as weak on crime, backing down, giving up, and
certainly not a detriment to officer safety. De-escalation should be used whenever possible, but used
at the officer’s discretion based on the totality of the circumstances. De-escalation is not static; it is
fluid and can be started, paused, restarted, or stopped at any time. The new statutory requirements
that include de-escalation are not adverse to police work; they don’t limit an officers’ ability to defend
themselves or restrict officers from doing their jobs. Rather, officers will be provided better training,
improved policy to follow, and enhanced statutory guidance to perform their jobs more effectively.
“What Senate Bill 230 won’t do is criminalize our law enforcement
for doing their jobs...”
Brian R. Marvel
San Diego Police Department/PORAC
De-escalation is not a substitute for officer safety, but rather it is a component of it. De-escalation is
a potentially powerful tool, a tactical tool, one of many, that should be used when it can be used
successfully and suspended when it can’t. De-escalation does not limit an officer’s ability to control a
situation, but used skillfully, enhances it. The most effective law enforcement professionals possess a
forward, a neutral, and a reverse and have the skillful dexterity to lawfully apply all three under
circumstances that are tense, uncertain, or rapidly evolving.

The most effective law enforcement professionals
possess a forward, a neutral, and a reverse.
De-escalation Failures
In helping to best define what de-escalation is not, it’s important to identify and understand deescalation failures. These clearly identifiable factors will likely make de-escalation efforts very difficult,
if not impossible.

Failure: When there is a conflict between what you say and what you do
What officers do and what they say should be harmonious, without conflict, and congruent. When
they say one thing and then do another, this can be problematic. If an officer is dealing with an angry
person and states, “I understand what you’re saying” while at the same time, is rolling his eyes and
maintaining an obvious smirk, this represents overt insincerity or disrespect, is unprofessional, and
easily seen as such by the person contacted. This behavior and negative perception of it is 100%
preventable by the officer.

“What you do speaks so loud, that I can’t hear what you
say.”
(Actions speak louder than words)

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Failure: Prejudging others or being judgmental
Prejudging others is very common and part of human nature. Attempting to maintain zero
prejudgment, especially in law enforcement, is not realistic or functionally possible. Prejudgment, said
another way, is sizing someone up (tactical threat analysis, call assessment, and situational awareness)
and may serve officers well as part of their efforts toward officer safety. Prejudgment becomes
problematic or unprofessional when it is displayed externally or acted upon inappropriately.
An officer contacting a subject who was wearing a vest with motorcycle patches affiliated with a
known outlaw (criminal) motorcycle club may “prejudge” this individual as a possible threat. To do
otherwise would be tactically unsound and could lead to poor officer safety. Officers can use their
experience and training to internally assess a subject without being externally judgmental, unprofessional,
or showing bias. This is situational awareness and deliberate vigilant assessment. Whether judgment
is present or not in the officer’s mind, de-escalation occurs when such judgment is not acted upon
toward the subject being contacted and officers display an impartial, professional, and balanced
external demeanor. Prejudgment based on religion, national origin, race, color, or sex has no
place in law enforcement.

Failure: Gratuitous criticizing or belittling others
Unwarranted criticizing or belittling others is often confrontational and has no value in public service
or an officer’s efforts toward de-escalation. Gratuitous criticizing is not counseling, instructing, or
offering direct and honest constructive advice. The adverse aspects of criticism, delivered poorly,
translate to disparaging remarks not meant to improve, but rather to mock or ridicule.

Failure: Name-calling or using derogatory descriptors
Calling someone names or use of derogatory labels is immature, ineffective, and is aligned more with
bullying than police work. Such behavior invites confrontation or noncompliance and in nearly all
cases will be viewed as conduct unbecoming an officer. Officers should rise above pettiness and
represent themselves as the mature person in the room.

Failure: Unnecessary ordering or hyper-authority/autocratic
Officers, who rely on hyper-control where it is not needed or are unnecessarily over-authoritative,
using excessive orders, may be viewed as having a lack of confidence or skill that will need to be
compensated for with the improper use of intimidation or coercion. An order delivered haphazardly

by a police officer might invoke confrontation, but an order strategically delivered as steadfast
directions or instructions, providing authoritative, but respectful limitations, or convincingly
describing the options available might provide better results.

Failure: Making inappropriate threats or bluffing
There may difficulty discerning between an officer giving a warning or making a threat. While
warnings, professionally delivered, are a common and an appropriate a part of an officer’s duties,
threats may be ineffective and counterproductive. Bluffing can be problematic in that if an officer’s
bluff is called and the officer can’t back it up or follow through, the officer will likely lose credibility,
not taken seriously, or challenged/tested more aggressively.

Failure: Minimizing or dishonoring (overt disrespect) another person
To minimize or dishonor another is to treat or tell them that they are unimportant or that they don’t
matter. When members of the public speak to the police, they want to have a voice; to be heard. When
an officer with authority and power whose dual role is to serve, minimizes or dismisses a subject; it is
likely that person may be humiliated, feel disrespected, and become angry. To be minimized is to be
slighted, dismissed, and treated with deliberate indifference.

Failure: Taking sides; lacking neutrality, and failing to be impartial
A powerful catalyst that may prompt hostility, defiance, or increase the likelihood of viewing law
enforcement as unprofessional is the lack of neutrality or improperly taking one side over another.
Officers who appear to lack fairness, impartiality, or obedience to applied equity may experience great
difficulty in trying to de-escalate a situation.

Failure: Participating in needless prolonged debate or arguing
Law enforcement professionals should be explanatory and have the patience to ensure their message
or directions are clearly understood. When feasible, they should have an assortment of unrushed
options (Plan B, Plan C, etc.) or resources at the ready, and use every communication tool possible to
best resolve any situation or problem. However, officers need to use caution when the contact or
interaction turns into a prolonged repetitive debate or escalates to an ongoing argument. When the
officer’s efforts to bring the situation to a successful conclusion have been attempted and exhausted,
officers should have an exit strategy and move to an appropriate conclusion.

Failure: Unnecessary volume when speaking or yelling
Utilizing an authoritative volume or having to yell certainly has its appropriate place in police work
and is a component of command presence; however, yelling is often the exception, not the rule. The
key descriptor here to avoid is, “unnecessary.” Yelling should be reserved for the need to be heard, to
appropriately exert authority, or to demonstrate urgency. Yelling out of anger or to intimidate is often
ineffective and may represent an officer who appears out of control. It’s not what you say; it’s how
you say it.

Failure: Letting emotion or anger influence your behavior or actions
There are a number of situations where it may be challenging for officers to control their emotions or
fully suppress their anger. Successful officers are skilled at not taking things personally. They are
operators and understand that emotions and anger are a perfectly natural part of the job and their
human psychology/physiology. It is certainly appropriate (human) to become emotional or angry. The
key is to express such emotions or anger in the appropriate manner and degree, at the right time, and
in the right place. Failure occurs when an officer loses control and allows emotion or anger to influence
their behavior or actions in ways that are unprofessional, unethical, excessive, unintentional, or
unlawful.

Failure: Falling for challenges
“If you did not have that badge and gun, I would …”
Most experienced officers and deputies have heard this statement before. This is a challenge and law
enforcement professionals don’t accept or act on challenges. Challenges may be physical; prompting
a fight or the challenge may be verbal where a subject’s goal is to start an argument, upset the officer
by chipping away at the officer’s ego, or to distract the officer, thus putting him or her at a
disadvantage. Challenges or provoking officers might also be done to elicit a poor response that can
be captured on video to be used against the officer for a complaint, litigation, or to disseminate on
social media.

Failure: Being inflexible & lacking adaptability
Officer:

Let me see your driver’s license, registration, and proof of insurance

Driver:

Why did you stop me sir?

Officer:

Your driver’s license please

Driver:

Okay, can you tell me why you stopped me?

Officer:

I’m not going to argue with you, give me your driver’s license

Driver:

I will, but what did I do wrong…why did I get pulled over?

Officer

I am not going to tell you again…give me your license or you’re going to jail!

Driver:

Can I speak to your supervisor?

Officer:

Get out of the car, do it now!

Officers certainly have the discretion to request a driver’s license prior to explaining the reason for
the traffic stop, as this may be their common practice or under the specific circumstance of the stop
is tactically the best option. However, in the interest of problem solving, expediency, professionalism,

and having the flexibility to meet the driver half-way; wouldn’t simply explaining to the driver the
reason for the stop after they asked be the best solution to de-escalate this developing conflict? The
officer could have politely said, “I stopped you because your registration expired last month.” This easy and
quickly applied flexible compromise would likely prevent the problem before it became a problem.

Failure: Use of inappropriate profanity
The use of profanity with members of the public by law enforcement has been debated for years.
Many law enforcement leaders contend that profanity is unprofessional and should not be used, as it
is conduct that is unbecoming
an officer. Profanity used
toward an individual may be
heard by other uninvolved
parties and such language
might cast a poor image of the
officers and the organization
or profession. An officer who
uses profanity might be
viewed as angry, hostile,
unprofessional, or out of
control. Profanity, used for
compliance or control, might
not have the desired result;
causing the situation to
escalate and its recipient to
become confrontational or
combative.
Some disagree; instead
arguing that profanity serves a
purpose as a verbal tactic or
method to express the
severity of the moment. They
contend that profanity is a
part of adult communication
or carefully selected and
applied “street language” that
accomplishes specific objectives:

–

To get a distracted or uncooperative subject’s immediate attention in exigent
circumstances.

–

To gain compliance or control where softer language would otherwise be ineffective.

–

To better communicate with, influence, or control particular subjects who may only
respond to or comply with such assertive language.

If an officer chooses to use profanity, it should be used tactically, sparingly, within department
protocols, if any, and responsibly to achieve a specific desired result. Profanity should be applied with
consideration to volume, location, and proximity to others. Inappropriate profanity that is vulgar or
gratuitous is not conducive with de-escalation efforts and it does not look or sound professional when
used by uniformed officers. Profanity sounds even worse when listened to in a video or audio
recording by a third-party, such as a jury, the media, or the Chief of Police, especially when it is after
the fact and without context. The belief that profanity or “street language” is sometimes needed to be
effective should be carefully weighed against the likelihood that members of the public hearing officers
use profanity may view them as unprofessional or illegitimate.
Officers should also consider that bystanders or witnesses who observe an officer’s reasonable use of
force are more likely to see the same use of force as excessive when profanity is used in combination
with the force. Further, law enforcement professionals should consider that they can be verbally
effective, authoritative, and exemplify a substantial degree of influence and command presence and
do so successfully without the use of profanity.

Failure: Not understanding the power of verbal and non-verbal communication
There is a substantial amount of literature, books, studies, and training surrounding body language
and the many forms of diverse communication methods. The more officers understand and are able
to apply skilled and deliberate communication techniques, the more effective and successful they will
be while carrying out their duties. In contrast, officers lacking knowledge followed by poor skills and
inexperience in controlling their verbal and physical communication will suffer in their performance
and have difficulties controlling or de-escalating problems. Both verbal and physical communication
effectiveness are among the most important skills a law enforcement professional can possess. How
information is spoken verbally and presented physically is powerful. How the communication is
delivered (verbal/physical) controls the success or failure of the message.

Example
Verbal: Read each sentence below aloud and say each uppercase, red, and italicized word using a

deliberate varied tonality (emphasis, inflection, volume, or added enunciation). As each sentence is
read aloud and each identified word in each sentence is spoken with a little special attention, each of
the six identical sentences will remarkably have six different meanings.

This example clearly shows how subtle variances in how (not what) we say can make a major difference
in the meaning of the message. We have many options in how to control the message or how to lose
control of it. The value of applied verbal and non-verbal communication skills when used by an officer
could make the difference between collaboration (de-escalation) and confrontation (use of force).

Examples
Non-verbal: If someone is talking to you, explaining something to you, or telling you an

important story; despite how engrossed you are in them or how intently absorbed you seem to be
in what they are saying, if you glance away and look at your wristwatch, the person speaking will
likely feel disrespected and become upset, thus making an officer’s efforts at de-escalation more
difficult.
You did not utter a single word. All you did was look at your watch for just a moment. While you
quickly checked the time, you were surely still listening. Your good intentions (what you think or

feel) do not matter, but your actions speak volumes. Your accidental message to your speaker
delivered a very impactful and easily misinterpreted message, which effectively indicated that you
were not interested in what the speaker was saying and had somewhere else to go. Your body sent
an unintended message because you failed to control your body.

Non-verbal: An officer stands very close to a community member while explaining something

to them. One might say the officer was in the person’s personal space or in their face. Adding to
the problem is the officer is big; adorned with external body armor (vest), a jacket, a gun belt, and
tactical boots. While the officer’s intentions are honorable and helpful, the person he is speaking
to feels intimidated and overwhelmed. The officer is friendly and loves helping others. He is a
father, a husband, a volunteer at church, and a soccer coach, all of which is unknown to the person
he is speaking to. The community member feels nervous, threatened; even bullied, because all they
see is an armed authority figure looming over them. This simple misperception is a physical
problem of proximity with the simple remedy of taking a step or two back.

Failure: Becoming distracted and losing sight of your objective/objectivity
When encountering a subject who is angry or emotional (escalated, triggered, or activated) and through
their behavior, language, verbal aggression toward you, or the nature of the crime or status of the
victim, you find yourself becoming distracted, side-tracked, or caught up in the circumstances of the
moment, take a brief figurative step back. Focus on the objective; why you are there, what do you
need to accomplish your job, and how are you going to get it done. Distraction, in all its forms, can
impact an officer’s situational awareness and lead to force that is unintended or otherwise avoidable.

De-escalation is Not Only for Force Mitigation
De-escalation is not only about minimizing or eliminating the use of physical force; its benefits extend
well beyond physical-only confrontations.
A young patrol sergeant stopped to observe two of his officers contact a known heroin addict on the sidewalk.
The lead officer spoke very authoritatively to the subject, clenched the subject’s fingers behind his head, tapped
the inside of the subject’s ankles with his boot ordering him to spread his legs, and conducted a search for
weapons.
The officer questioned the subject, checked his eyes and inner-arms, and completed a field interview card. Their
conversation was professional, but stern; certainly not sociable (business only) and it was semi-accusatory; “You
better not lie to me.” The subject had a lot of experience with police contacts and was going through the motions,
but it was obvious the stark disposition of the officer made the subject shut down. He was obviously frustrated
at being stopped again and he gave only limited cooperation and minimal answers to questions.
The lead officer finished with the subject and left while the sergeant and cover officer stayed behind. The sergeant
noted some military tattoos on the subject’s arms and had a conversation with him about his service. The sergeant
made it clear the subject could leave at any time, but asked his permission to ask personal questions about his
addiction and if he had ever tried to quit or enter a methadone program. The sergeant confided that he had some

friends from high school who suffered from addiction and that the insider personal information the subject
provided was very much appreciated.
The sergeant gave the cover officer some money and asked if he would go to the store they were in front of and
buy coffees for him and the subject. No police officer had ever purchased a coffee for this man before or spoke to
him face to face or as anything other than a drug addict sitting on the curb with his ankles crossed. In the brief
10-15 conversation, it was no longer a police contact, but rather it was two guys drinking coffee, telling stories,
and laughing on the sidewalk and it was evident that the subject had felt dignity, probably for the first time in
a long time and most unexpectedly, from a police official.
As the sergeant ended the conversation to resume his duties, the subject told the sergeant the location of a “chop
shop” where stolen cars were being stripped and stolen property was being bought and sold. The sergeant thanked
him, provided him with a business card, and they parted ways.
This scenario depicts the skilled and subtle use of de-escalation that is beyond just force mitigation or
managing confrontation. It shows the achievable benefits derived from a 15- minute investment of
time and it provided an excellent first-hand demonstrative lesson of de-escalation for the young
officer, especially when contrasting and comparing the talented sergeant’s efforts with the first
officer’s contact. Further, the information the subject provided was worked on by investigators and
subsequently led to the execution of a search warrant of a home and three-car garage. Over $100,000
of stolen property and seven guns were recovered with multiple felony arrests and all this was the
byproduct of a fifteen-minute conversation, some patience and civility, and the price of a cup of coffee.

Definitive Perspectives from the Summit
“Make de-escalation a golden thread in everything we do”
A notable trait of those who are considered to have breached the level of intellectual or creative genius
is their ability to develop and use multiple perspectives. They looked at problems in diverse ways.
Consider looking at a problem from a purely emotional perspective and follow that by examining the
problem pragmatically. If you were very wealthy, what would the problem look like and what if you
were living in poverty? What if you were an adult or child or a man or a woman and what if you were
disabled, what would the problem look like then and how about if the problem was a violent
confrontation? Is the perspective different from someone who is suffering from fear and someone
living in total safety? Are there differing perspectives between republicans and democrats or college
professors and farmers?
The police deal with the dynamics of all of these diverse members of society and the greater an officer’s
perceptual acuity and dexterity, the better their understanding of how to manage the contact
successfully. Perspective drives perception. What and how we see something, drives what we think
about it and how we respond to it.

Leonardo da Vinci believed that, to gain knowledge about the form of a problem, you begin by
learning how to restructure it or assume differing perspectives of it. He felt that the first view he took
of the problem was biased. A problem reconstructed; looked at differently, may be easier to
understand, thus easier to solve. A problem seen through a revised lens; or better, multiple lenses, may
be determined to have diverse solutions or at least one solution that did not exist before. When police
officers attempt to resolve conflict through de-escalation, success is much more likely if they have the
skill and flexibility to look at the conflict from varied perspectives, thus creating a number of possible
solutions.
There is no single way to define or look at de-escalation. Everyone has both similar and distinctly
differing perspectives. This concept has a lot of moving parts and a lot of ways it can be applied.
During the De-escalation Summit, many accomplished subject matter experts who were a diverse and
varied group of professionals gave their unique perspectives of what de-escalation is or is not. Here is a
valuable and insightful sampling of their definitive findings:
•

De-escalation is not the absence of force, but a validation of timing and degree.

•

De-escalation is balancing officer safety and finding the right solution to bring the
situation to a positive conclusion.

•

De-escalation reduces the chance of injury through the use of evaluation and
regulation and other tools to help calm and diffuse situations.

•

De-escalation is a peaceful resolution of an incident by constant evaluation and
transition. Some de-escalation definitions are 50 or 75 words and very academic. We
need to keep this simple and clear.

•

De-escalation increases the likelihood of gaining voluntary compliance to facilitate
favorable outcomes without compromising public or officer safety.

•

One focus of police de-escalation should be officer mindset, emotional intelligence
(EI), and wellness.

•

De-escalation does not replace force options. This message to law enforcement
officers is important.

•

The core of de-escalation is time and creating more opportunities to talk and create
safety for individuals, especially those with disabilities (mental illness in all its forms).

•

Conflict avoidance; reducing conflict without the use of force, reducing conflict by
using less force, and risk and threat mitigation.

•

The word, “de-escalation” scares front-line officers and confuses administration.

•

“Reasonable” vs. “unreasonable” effort to de-escalate a situation in the context of new
laws. Make it attainable.

•

Ensuring officers know that de-escalation does not mean not using force or waiting
too long to use force.

•

How we define or should define officer safety as a part of de-escalation.

•

Any conversation about de-escalation should include the topic of bias.

•

De-escalation is verbal pre-engagement before physical engagement to gain voluntary
compliance.

•

De-escalation should be a thread of commonality in everything the police do.

•

De-escalation is not quantifiable; it has no parameters. It could last five or fifty minutes
and is only limited by an officer’s experience, training, skill, tenacity, empathy, and
imagination. De-escalation is complimented by tactical competence and verbal
prowess. De-escalation ebbs and flows and it could quell a confrontation with the ease
of a simple smile or the tactical maneuvers of a SWAT Team. De-escalation is never
static; it’s fluid and always evolving to meet the challenge at hand.

•

De-escalation should not be too narrowly defined; like community policing, it should
be a principle or philosophy, not a program.

•

De-escalation success is based on an end-game mindset. All knowledge, skills, and
abilities are utilized to reach your desired end-game result that, when possible, is void of
physical force. Covey’s habit for this is to begin with the end in mind.

•

De-escalation should include the practice of the four tenets of procedural justice;
Fairness, Voice, Transparency, Impartiality.

•

Using de-escalation to decrease intensity is always secondary to using de-escalation to
prevent intensity in the first place.

•

Under SB 230, Sec. 1, the legislature finds and declares under subsection (a): Law
enforcement officers shall be guided by the principle of reverence for human life in all
investigative, enforcement, and other contacts between officers and members of the
public. When officers are called upon to detain or arrest a suspect who is
uncooperative or actively resisting, may attempt to flee, poses a danger to others, or
poses a danger to themselves, they should consider tactics and techniques that may

persuade the suspect to voluntarily comply or may mitigate the need to use a higher
level of force to resolve the situation safely.
•

Summit Participant, Police Chief Sylvia Moir contributed a powerful and illustrative
metaphor by referring to the symbol of the American eagle on the back of a U.S. onedollar bill and comparing it to the police. The eagle is holding arrows; weapons of war
and an olive branch; symbolic of a peace offering or reconciliation. The duality of this
symbol suggests that the police
have an olive branch to extend,
thus striving for peace, but they
also carry the implements
(weapons) to use force. Police
cannot exist having one without
the other. De-escalation suggests
the police do everything possible
to extend the olive branch, but
are never without arrows to
defend themselves and protect
others.

Developing a Definitive De-escalation Mindset
The true value of effective de-escalation is found in the proper MINDSET, the METHODS used,
and the ACTIONS taken by police officers that result in a problem successfully resolved without the
use of force.

Mindset + Diverse Methods + Skilled Application = Successful De-escalation
This is especially true when force is justified and objectively reasonable, but officers choose alternative
methods because they have the professional incentive to do so. This incentive is based on training and
supported by policy, law, and organizational culture.
The often-conceptualized idea of de-escalation has vast potential. Commitment to this concept
combined with sound policy and followed by quality training serve as the stepping stones to tangible
application. The full potential and benefit of successful de-escalation is only realized in its everyday
use by officers to diffuse anger, influence or re-direct conflict, and safely manage a situation without
the need to use force.

As you examine the remainder of this publication, in addition to the statutory mandates, training
suggestions, definitions, techniques, and law enforcement implementation strategies, consider
grasping and embracing de-escalation as a mindset. De-escalation should be more than an applied
technique; consisting of both art and science. De-escalation should be a collective culture and
organizational philosophy that can have a great return on investment. Consider the following powerful
parallels between the art of Aikido and the skilled application of de-escalation when developing your
valuable mindset.
As part of the Koga Institute (System), Robert Koga (LAPD 1955-1979), a prolific law enforcement
trainer and highly respected martial artist/teacher (Sensei), offered an insightful Aikido-related maxim
that has notable illustrative relevance to de-escalation for law enforcement. Sensei Koga said…

“Never meet force with force. Let force take the
path of least resistance. Force will then dissipate.”
De-escalation is a Police Officer’s Aikido
Confronting somebody skilled in Aikido with hostility, anger, or force would be ineffectual. Aikido
is the art of acting without acting. Force cannot find its target; thus it finds no place to land. There is
never an impact or an injury and force is not returned; force is absorbed, redirected, and its inertia
influenced, guided, diffused, and diminished. Imagine trying to punch, antagonize, or argue with a
target that is not there; it’s futile, like trying to walk across quicksand. Trying to fight with a Master of
Aikido is like trying to fight with smoke. Aikido is not just tactical, but rather it is substantially
philosophical; a mindset. It is a direction that is followed seeking harmony over conflict and resolution
over confrontation. Aikido overcomes the energy of a physical attack before it can achieve any
momentum like trying to sprint across smooth ice.
Please reread the above paragraph one more time, but this time, replace the word, “Aikido” with
the word, “De-escalation.” De-escalation is a Police Officer’s Aikido.

De-escalation Components Model
The POST De-escalation Components Model provides a definitive overview of de-escalation
broken down into the sum of its own parts. The model illustrates the multiple important layers for
de-escalation in law enforcement organizations and the model identifies important stakeholders and
their influencing factors.

Duty to Intercede
Defining de-escalation includes the de-escalation of those contacted in the field and through calls for
service and personal de-escalation; self-control, composure, and a focused and calm mind and body.
There is also a third and very important prong to defining de-escalation called Duty to Intercede that
requires clear and comprehensive understanding.
In Chapter 2 of this publication under Section 2 (Chapter 17.4 in Division 7 of Title 1 of the California
Government Code) Law Enforcement Use of Force Policies, duty to intercede is introduced:
7286. (a) For the purposes of this section:
(8)

A requirement that an officer intercede when present and observing another officer using
force that is clearly beyond that which is necessary, as determined by an objectively
reasonable officer under the circumstances, taking into account the possibility that other
officers may have additional information regarding the threat posed by a subject.

Additionally, under SECTION 3, Penal Code Section 13519.10 (a)(10)(2) includes the Duty to
Intercede. These sections should be examined carefully as they will serve as key components in
department policy and agency training.
When officers observe a colleague, partner officer, or other law enforcement official using excessive
or improper force or violating the constitutional rights of a suspect or other person in their presence,
they cannot [emphasis added] act as a bystander or uninvolved observer. Under these circumstances
and given a realistic opportunity, officers have a duty to intercede/intervene as soon as possible under
the circumstances. While officers may be hesitant to intervene with the immediate actions of another
officer, especially a senior or ranking officer, they should be assured their efforts will not only help
the suspect, but also potentially save the partner officer, the agency, the city or county, and the
profession from an assortment of adverse outcomes (unjustified injuries or death, a damaged
organizational image or reputation, negative media coverage, civil unrest and rioting, substantial civil
liability, state and federal criminal charges, and the loss of a career).
Such intervention should not be an unspoken or professionally taboo subject; rather it should be
illuminated and discussed as a part of training, roll-call/briefings, field debriefings, after-action
reporting, body-cam/video review, policy, and team-building efforts. As a result, if it happens in the
field, it is not a reaction, but executed as a response that is pre-planned and tactical. The officer’s
intervention should occur when they witness force that is clearly beyond that which is objectively
reasonable under the circumstances and at the first opportunity, intercede to prevent or stop the
unreasonable force. Doing nothing or remaining as a bystander may expose officers, in part, to
criminal and/or civil liability for failure to intervene. Most agencies have a strict policy which requires
officers to notify a supervisor immediately (or as soon as practical) when force is used or an officer’s
duty to intercede is exercised.
Note: In order to maintain good working relationships, trust and teamwork; after interceding in
another officer’s actions, it is critically important to have a thorough debrief, with supervisory
oversight, of the situation to highlight the reasons for interceding. Not having this discussion has the
potential for negative reactions (miscommunication, confusion, or distrust) and adverse feelings left
unresolved between both the officers involved and in the organization.

CHAPTER 3

DE-ESCALATION:
ACHIEVABILITY & PROCEDURE
The summit participants collectively agree that law enforcement organizations should be provided
with clear definitions, guidelines, and tools before they can be held accountable for changes in
behavior.

"If we are going to hold people accountable to the outcome, it has
to be achievable. It is unethical to do otherwise.”

– Professor Steven James, Ph.D
Washington State University

Policies and frameworks outlining the implementation of de-escalation practices in the field should be
adequately flexible to allow officers to select the best course of action in given circumstances.
Adequate Flexibility = Professional Discretion (critical in law enforcement).
De-escalation “should be part of an organizational system and practice.” Change comes from within;
organizations should foster a culture of de-escalation practices among all personnel, so the practice
can be mirrored when interacting with the public. De-escalation is an internal strategy and is not
just techniques, but a collective (culture) way of thinking (philosophy/mindset).
All personnel should have willingness and the ability to de-escalate as a balanced approach,
maintaining the confidence when to use appropriate force or not to. The following categories present
themes experts suggested as guidelines for creating achievable procedures for the effective use of deescalation tools and techniques.

Personnel Mindset
Personnel mindset toward de-escalation is crucial to effective implementation and continued use of
de-escalation techniques as part of organizational compliance.
A. Training to recognize and reduce implicit bias associated with using de-escalation practices is
crucial to successful internal and external implementation.
B. Organizational communication should be free from biased language.

C. Focusing on internal and external communications at every organizational point of contact is
important; from the front desk or dispatch, where the public makes their initial contact with
the organization, to incidents in the field (any type of engagement).
D. Policies and guidelines should clearly prohibit bias in policing and promote open-minded
approaches to resolving incidents within the organization when interacting with the public.
E. Personnel should be instilled (through training and practice) with a positive mindset,
emotional intelligence, and wellness capacities (See Chapter 6):
1. Promote effective conduct for problem-solving with minimal use of force
2. Renew/reemphasize purpose and expectations to reduce complacency
3. Reduce liability and manage or prevent risk for all involved parties
F. Policy and guidelines should emphasize and reinforce the successful use and consistent
implementation and practice of de-escalation.
G. Personnel who develop the capacity (through training and practice) to reason and think their
way through their actions rather than simply react will:
1. Avoid reverting back to potentially less effective past practices.
2. Identify and avoid the individual and organizational barriers that cause resistance to change
or revert back to less desirable methods.
H. Organizations that engage in quality training and practice can promote the increased
confidence in physical skills needed to deter over-compensating behaviors that may result in
excessive force, which can:
1. Reduce injuries for officers and their contacts.
2. Reduce insecurities or lack of confidence in job performance.
3. Reduce laziness, reluctance, or hesitation to engage in proactive duties.
4. Reduce the fear of discipline for improper use of force.
I. Organizations should stress the importance of consistency during the enforcement of
regulations or laws through:
1. Increased preparedness and pre-event planning.
2. Effectively assessing and reassessing progress during an incident.
3. Correction of repetitive mistakes and addressing the fear and misunderstanding of
failure/failing.
4. Better identification and response to stress.

5. Avoidance of erosion/degradation of perishable and other skills.
J. Encourage improved physical and mental health (through education, training, practice,
resources, organizational and peer support) to support:
1. Positive community role models.
2. Better organizational recruitment opportunities through avoidance of public shame or
damage to organizational reputation because of adverse behavior.
3. Offer support to personnel in maintaining good health and wellness to avoid:
a. Fatigue.
b. The potential for burnout.
c. Inappropriate conduct or use of force.
d. Poor work/life balance.
4. Personnel wellness should be supported by
various practices including:
a. Mental wellness smart phone apps (See
resources under Chapter 6).
b. Available contract clinicians.
c. Peer support programs.
d. Contract or peer nutritionists.
e. Peer or contract physical fitness advisors.
f. Paid workout time.
g. Organizational support through training and the on-going practice of meditation,
Yoga and breathing practices to improve mental balance, flexibility, circulation, and
focus.
K. Personnel capacity for de-escalation is grounded in their resiliency and adaptability.
L. Personnel should know their triggers and the triggers of their partners/peers:
1. Recognize when others are triggered or acting in an inflammatory manner.
2. Have the capacity to respond to, defuse, and redirect self and others.

M. “De-escalation should be pushed (presented) out as a general way of doing things, rather than using it just
in certain situations. It should become who you are.”

Achievable Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures
Achievable tactics, techniques, and procedures should have clearly communicated and measurable
performance outcomes. Clearly stated and measurable performance outcomes ensure effective
implementation and a successful measure to better assess de-escalation practices. De-escalation
practices cannot be linear because they won’t fit every situation; they should be common sense-based
and flexible practices. All personnel should have the willingness and the ability to de-escalate as part
of a balanced approach and have the confidence and skill to use appropriate force if there are no other
alternatives.
A. Policies and guidelines should align personnel through common language and standardized
protocols:
1. Dispatch and operational personnel should convey the same message.
2. Emergency responders should use common language and protocols:
a. Fire.
b. Mental health.
c. Emergency medical personnel.
d. Custody personnel.
B. Pre-engagement techniques and tactics should include:
1. Planning and discussion of strategies and tactics.
2. Situational awareness and background.
3. Pre-load and manage available resources for appropriate and timely deployment as
necessary.
4. Gather reliable intelligence and effectively share available information through the most
efficient means:
a. Radio transmission or phone.
b. Computer Aided dispatch (CAD).
C. Train and practice effective defensive tactics as part of continued de-escalation practice.
Competencies should include, but are not limited to:
1. Communication during an incident should be well-managed:
a. Use common language with all involved.
b. Agree on which technique(s) and tactic(s) will be used.
c. Be certain everyone is aware of the desired outcome.

2. Strategic, clear communication using the L.E.E.D. approach (Listen, Explain, Equity,
Dignity):
a. Soften interaction when possible.
b. Speak in common language, rather than professional jargon.
c. Use appropriate volume.
d. Be aware of how tone of voice and demeanor can affect a situation.
e. Use active listening skills.
f. Show respect for the subjects involved.
g. Be culturally aware of all subjects involved.
h. Have a way to close the situation so all feel there is positive resolution (win-win).
3. Crisis intervention
4. Arrest and Control
5. Less-than-lethal weapons
6. Firearms
7. Resource availability and appropriate deployment
8. Decision-making skills
9. Critical thinking skills
10. Emotional intelligence
11. Effective breathing techniques to control emotion and stress
D. Successful de-escalation practice should include confidence and proficiency in physical skills,
as well as proximity and body awareness:
1. Personnel should know their triggers and recognize when others are triggered during
encounters.
2. Learn how to defuse a situation that includes the capacity to redirect self and others.
E. Personnel should have self-awareness adequate to recognize and redirect themselves if they
are being emotionally drawn into events:
1. Officers should recognize when they are creating their own jeopardy, exigency, or risk
(slipping into being part of the problem over working toward the solution).
F. Think rather than simply react (responding is more effective than reacting).

G. Proactive mental engagement will allow for pre-planned, thoughtful, and critically analyzed
responses to dynamic incidents.
H. Use diverse resources during problem-solving situations:
1. Develop and practice healthy/safe habits for successful resolution of any encounter.
2. Know which technique fits the current situation and when to change tactics.
3. Know how to safely avoid the use of force during an encounter.
4. Know when and how to use disengagement as a technique/tactic. Consider disengagement
as avoiding a battle to subsequently win the war.
5. Carefully weigh decisions that might result in adverse action taken against personnel and
public safety.
I. Establish rapport to build trust and elicit de-escalating behavior:
(Rapport is commonality and mutuality; people like those who are like them)
1. Learn from feedback and adapt as the situation changes.
2. Constantly assess and re-assess the situation:
a. Is there an opportunity to gain more time to continue working toward resolution
through continued de-escalation?
b. Can you maintain enough distance for safe interaction and continued de-escalation?
c. Is there effective cover available to support continued de-escalation?
J. Remain adaptable to changing situations:
1. Be prepared to re-establish rapport if necessary.
2. Be prepared to change behavior/tactics to improve de-escalation of an encounter that has
begun to deteriorate.
K. Supervisors should give personnel sufficient time to safely use de-escalation techniques.
L. De-escalation should be an integral and standardized part of call intake prioritization and
protocols.

Effective Communication is the Foundation of De-escalation
Communication is the foundation of de-escalation and runs through all aspects of organizational
processes and procedures. Achievable measures for internal/external communication procedures
should begin with clear communication of the organizational de-escalation philosophy and plan to
everyone; including the community.

A. Include an internal pre-planning discussion before implementing de-escalation practices
within the organization.
1. The credibility of those delivering the message will influence its effectiveness:
a. Leadership, including informal leaders throughout the organization, should speak with
one voice.
b. All levels of leadership should maintain the integrity of the message throughout the
organization.
c. Communication regarding accountability and transparency is paramount.
2. All personnel should be clear on the definition of what de-escalation is and isn’t.
3. Clearly communicate reasons for policy changes on de-escalation.
a. Consider communication of policy change other than by e-mail (e.g. Roll-call
Training).
b. Consider generational differences during messaging of policy change.
c. Communication should take a “bottom up” approach or “vertical staff meeting”
format.
d. Establish clear, concise, and realistic expectations and reinforce regularly.
e. Be sure there is no misinterpretation of the message.
4. Wording is important:
a. Carefully weigh the use of should vs. shall.
b. Create soft operational margins when appropriate.
5. Leave room for modification to organizational procedures and practices; allow personnel
to participate in a debriefing of the plan:
a. Feedback should be honest and respectful.
b. All personnel should keep an open mind when providing or receiving feedback
(beware of the influence peer pressure can have on communication).
c. Recognize the value of input from line-level personnel; the “group” is a great resource
and has good information to offer—tap that resource.
6. All personnel should be clear on the organizational and statutory expectations for using
de-escalation.
7. Clearly identify the specific skills required for successful de-escalation (See De-escalation
Desired Skills & Traits in Chapter 2).
8. Communication should be ongoing, rather than a “one and done” situation.

B. Clearly identify the objective(s) of all external communications:
1. Maintain the integrity of the message(s).
2. Non-verbal communication should support the message(s)
(Note: Integrity means wholeness or completeness. Something done or practiced with true integrity

renders it impenetrable, uncompromising, and cannot be breached by outside influences, pressure,
or what’s popular. If you have integrity in being honest, then you never lie, never spread false
rumors, and what you say is factual and nothing can compromise your truth because it is whole and
complete. )

C. Organizations should ensure consistency of messaging practices:
1. Communicate directly with trainers and mentors.
2. Coaching and mentoring programs should support and reinforce the message.

Establish & Maintain Open Dialog with the Community
Open dialogue with the community about organizational practices is crucial to establishing and
maintaining achievable community engagement and communication procedures.
A. Proactive community engagement should be continual, include a process for input, and build
rapport and trust through:
1. Meetings/committees.
2. Website & social media (Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin):
a. Share activities and establish connections.
b. Do not delete negative comments.
B. Context is important when conveying information to the public:
1. Generational differences play a role in providing context.
2. The message should connect with everyone.

C. Open dialogue with the community includes establishing relationships which can have a
positive influence in a variety of conducive settings:
1. “Utilize community forums to redefine what the
organization is all about” (Mark Marvin, PERT Coordinating
Council for San Diego County)
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Citizen and teen academies
Chief’s advisory board/council
Police foundations
Special events (Coffee with a Cop, Tip-a-Cop, etc.)
During foot patrol/community policing practices
At community business events
Open house & town hall meetings
National Night Out
Police public speaking (schools, businesses, civic groups)
Explorer Post functions
Ride-along programs
Volunteers
School Resource Officers
Station tours
Community Lead Officers or Command Team area and
reporting district responsibility

Community
Oriented
Policing

Open dialog with the community is great for community policing, establishing relationships,
and promoting a positive law enforcement image, but done correctly, it also has dual-benefits
with regard to enforcement.
Community Relationships - Pass Out Your Business Cards: During slower periods of
the shift and time permitting, an officer used to park his patrol car in the parking lots of
various strip-malls; business complexes with 10, 15, 25 small store/businesses. He
would enter each business and introduce himself to the employees or owners and pass
out his business card. He asked them if they have had any trouble lately with shoplifters,
gangs, extortion, or graffiti. He looked through the store, asked questions, and
answered them. He asked about their security system and if they had cameras; then
asked to look at them and check behind the business by exiting the rear door. This
process only took a few minutes, but it established a face-to-face connection, a sharing
of first names, and showed that there was a human-being behind the badge who was
interested in helping, if he could. This is Community Policing and nine times out of ten,
the contact and interaction was standard and uneventful; however, it served its
relationship building objective.

On one occasion while the officer was, “passing out business cards,” the employee of a
video store led him to the back-rear door. The officer passed a giant shelving unit that
had six master VCRs recording to forty-eight slave VCRs surrounded by hundreds of VCR
tapes and counterfeit spine labels. This video lab was mass producing unlawful pirated
bootleg movies. While passing out business cards at a beauty salon and engaging in a
pleasant conversation with the owner, the officer heard noises coming from behind a
wall. He subsequently discovered it was a false wall that slid open and led to a wellequipped in-progress massage and prostitution business. On a third occasion, the officer
passed through the small back room of a doughnut shop and discovered fifteen
immigrants, including small children, living there on the floor, and who were being
exploited as cheap labor by other businesses. With their passports taken away, their
families in their respective home country were being extorted.
Passing out business cards and forging relationships or at least developing familiarity
with the police, is one of many spokes in the wheel of community policing. And,
community policing done correctly, can also serve as proactive efforts that are tough
on crime. This simple technique and others like it are how successful officers
communicate with the community, reduce fear, build professional relationships,
discover criminal activity, and cultivate potential allies/supporters in the community.

D. Utilize community service providers and advocates to increase the perspective of legitimacy.
E. Work hand-in-hand with community leaders on prevailing challenges including:
1. Non-compliance by civilians during encounters with law enforcement personnel.
2. Reactive, rather than proactive behaviors by law enforcement officers.
3. Community trust and (mis)perceptions about law enforcement personnel.
F. Educate the community about available resources related to de-escalation and problem
resolution.
G. Train dispatch or other personnel to communicate the de-escalation plan and process prior to
the arrival of field personnel.
H. Post-incident communication with the community:
1. Explain the use of de-escalation practices during the incident.
2. Explain why force was used before, during, or after de-escalation procedures were
implemented.
3. Explain why de-escalation was not used if that was the case.
I. Maintain continual open dialogue with the community:
1. Send messages regarding organizational reform.
2. Highlight officer wellness.

3. Promote community interaction, especially at lower levels of management.
4. Express the importance of community support and compliance with public safety
personnel even if they don’t immediately agree with what they are being asked/told to do.
5. Capitalize on community relations officer relationships with community groups.
6. Create general message campaigns to discourage others from incentivizing people to resist
or assault public safety personnel.
7. Establish officer “walking teams” as a frontline community interface.
8. Use social media to send messages about good interaction between law enforcement
personnel and the community.
9. Get ahead of media stories that may impact the community/agency relationship.
J. Consider media academies to communicate the importance of unbiased and non-inflammatory
reporting of events.

Review & Assessment Standards should be Clearly Stated and Achievable
“If you’re going to hold officers accountable there must be clear standards by which to hold
them .” (Ashley Heiberger, Rosenbaum & Associates). Achievable review and assessment procedures
should use clear measurement standards as part of the process.

There is a danger of creating, “…policy that can be adopted by none .”
A. Quality assurance should include best practices based on information from evaluators
reviewing reports.
B. After action reviews should include an examination of what worked and why.
C. Model policy should be used based on best practices to help standardize operational
procedures adopted by the organization.
D. Identify specific points of conduct to be evaluated during the review of an interaction:
1. De-escalation action checklists may create potentially negative consequences:
a. Assessing personnel based on specific standards may be counterintuitive to thinking
outside the box when handling unique situations with uniquely appropriate desescalation methods.
b. Time constraints during an incident leave little room to cover everything on the
checklist.
c. Personnel should be able to use the appropriate technique(s) for the situation, rather
than following a static or prescribed course of linear actions.

d. Different methods may work in situations that are not always described within
policy/guidelines, on checklist, or covered by training.
e. There should be room for deviation.
2. Issues may arise that can justify using or not using specific mandates identified in policy,
guidelines, or on checklists:
a. Offer latitude to use alternatives based on the conduct provided.
b. Include a means to describe the alternative technique used, as well as the result.
c. Provide means to compare/contrast outcomes (explain why the alternative technique
worked better than the prescribed action or recommended option).
E. Conduct regular reviews of de-escalation practices to evaluate effectiveness and to consider
where revision or improvements might be made.
F. Research and compile best practices data on de-escalation strategies using sources such as
body-worn camera footage and case law decisions.
G. Keep in mind, personnel behavior may not be the issue in unsuccessful resolution during deescalation:
1. The subject involved may exhibit behavior that dictates the outcome; not every
incident/problem can be de-escalated.
2. Other subjects who are present may influence the behavior (good or bad) of the involved
subjects or law enforcement addressing the problem.
3. Personnel should be assessed impartially and based on prescribed criteria post-incident if
an outcome does not meet community expectations or the incident is not resolved to
everyone’s satisfaction.
4. Despite their efforts, personnel may not be able to de-escalate a situation.
H. Identify clear roles for first-line supervisors in documenting de-escalation practices among
agency personnel:
1. There should be post-incident follow-up with line-level personnel, whether the outcome
is positive or negative (Debriefing).
2. Use a tracking process to identify trends and assess officer perceptions of whether their
use of de-escalation techniques is effective.
3. Supervisors should not fill in gaps in reports:
a. Hold subordinates accountable and correct their reports, not by just correcting the
mistake, but by teaching the correction.
b. Require full descriptions of the decision-making process and associated actions taken.

4. Supervisors should identify any policy or training issues resulting from an incident.
I. Conduct internal and external surveys/audits to examine de-escalation practices:
1. Obtain public views of officer de-escalation conduct..
2. Utilize use of force reviews to measure whether de-escalation techniques are being
employed.
3. Evaluate the effectiveness of the de-escalation practices employed.
J. Consider investigative and training after-action reviews as a tool to determine if de-escalation
training and implementation are working:
1. Involve management in the review process.
2. Use academic resources as a means of measuring effectiveness.
3. Flag body-worn camera video where de-escalation was successfully used as a means of
measurement and reinforcement tool (FTOs and supervisors should flag these).
4. Use Internal Affairs/Professional Standards data as a means of measuring effectiveness:
a. Use of force complaints (increased or decreased?)
b. Civil actions.
K. Ensure de-escalation is an element in all processes, including recruitment, hiring and the
promotional process.

 First, if an agency wants its staff to do something or

do something in a particular way or with a specified
frequency, it should ensure that such mandates,
procedures, or operational practices are real-world,
explicitly stated, achievable, and measurable.



Second, if a procedure is created in the form of
training, formal/informal instruction or direction, through
memorandum, or policy, it should be clear and absent any
ambiguity. The procedure, if applicable, should target
specific personnel and be detailed, but concise, well
researched and meticulously approved, and it should have
a single primary message rather than compound
convoluted or multiple messages. Procedures should be written, when possible, to be improved or
added to (living document) and where feasible, connected by reference to other relevant information
or connective directions. The procedure should have a numeric or name filing identification for digital
retention and easy reference. Lastly, such procedures should be disseminated with training, formal or
otherwise, and receipt of the procedure and the confirmation of its understanding should be signed
for and retained.

CHAPTER 4

DE-ESCALATION:
CULTURE & PHILOSOPHY
“The highest priority of California law enforcement is
safeguarding the life, dignity, and liberty of all persons, without
prejudice to anyone.”
─ Senate Bill Number 230

De-escalation is not a singular noun. Instead, it is a philosophy and perspective that highlights officers’ capacity for
analytical thought, personal wellness, emotional intelligence, empathy, communication, and their competence with defensive
tactics and legal matters. Consequently, much of the focus of these four themes is not on practical strategies and techniques,
but it is instead focused on an examination of the culture and customs of policing, and how these may best prepare officers
to police equitably, justly, and legitimately.
As Plato wrote, “In a republic that honors the core of democracy—the greatest amount of power is
given to those called Guardians. Only those with the most impeccable character are chosen to bear
the responsibility of protecting the democracy.”

If you use force successfully, somebody loses. If you
use de-escalation successfully, everybody wins.
Summit participants consistently made the assertion that establishing a policing culture that focuses
on a philosophy that policing exists for the primary purpose of protecting life, is the undergirding that
provides foundation for any successful De-escalation program. Participants emphasized throughout
the Summit that De-escalation is not simply a technique or tactic that can be addressed in a singular
element of policy, training, or policing procedure. De-escalation is a product of an overarching
commitment to protecting life. This proposition requires an acceptance by practitioners, and the
community they serve, of Plato’s thinking above and the ideas outlined by Sir Robert Peele in his 9
Principles of Law Enforcement (Peele, 1829). These time-tested ideas and the description of justice
and guardianship are touchstones for current practitioners of law enforcement responsibilities.
As a reminder, a few of those Peelian principles most directly applicable to the topic of De-escalation
are outlined below [emphasis added].

PRINCIPLE ONE
The basic purpose and mission for why police exist is to prevent crime and disorder as an
alternative to the repression of crime and disorder by military force and severity of legal
punishment.
PRINCIPLE FOUR
The degree of cooperation of the public that can be secured diminishes, proportionately, to the
necessity for the use of physical force and compulsion in achieving police objectives.
PRINCIPLE SIX

The police should use physical force to the extent necessary to secure observance of the law or to
restore order only when the exercise of persuasion, advice, and warning is found to be
insufficient to achieve police objectives; and police should use only the minimum degree of
physical force which is necessary on any particular occasion for achieving a police objective.
In considering the context for how a successful organization can establish these ideas as part of the
policing/agency culture and philosophy, participants identified the following principal assertions as
imperative elements to creating and sustaining such a culture.
•

Understanding the barriers to establishing a De-escalation culture.

•

Establishing a culture that fosters a guardian ideal conducive to a mindset of Deescalation.

•

Effectively communicating ardent subscription to this philosophy both internally and
externally.

•

Recognizing and rewarding desirable characteristics and behaviors during personnel
practices (Selection, Hiring, Retention, Evaluation, and Promotion).

•

Promoting individual Wellness and Self-Regulation to improve demeanor and
decision-making.

•

Increasing confidence of response personnel through comprehensive training on Deescalation, Tactics, and Use of Force.

•

Developing a feedback system with measurable metrics to evaluate success.

Warrior vs. Guardian (Servant):
It is important to understand the barriers that may influence the transition to a developing
“Guardian” culture and philosophy that favors and promotes de-escalation.
As outlined in the Final Report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing (2015), political climate,
budget reductions, crime rates, the “War on Drugs” and many other factors have driven the slow
transformation of law enforcement culture over the decades. While the overarching goal remains the
protection of life and property, the means by which these goals are accomplished has changed
significantly. As a result, policing agencies have become more focused on rapid resolution of a
particular problem (putting fires out) and much less oriented toward the underlying relationships
necessary for long term effectiveness. The perceived or actual lack of time and resources creates a
paradigm wherein response to incidents and the associated methods toward resolution become
directive rather than collaborative in nature. A policing culture that seeks an expeditious resolution to
incidents, rather than the least confrontational, will likely resort to the use of force more readily. The
circumstances described above, and many other ancillary political and social factors have resulted in a
policing culture that has drifted slowly toward what is often referred to as a “Warrior” rather than
“Guardian” mentality. (Rahr, 2015)
In recent years, several very high-profile incidents involving law enforcement use of force have
initiated discussions oriented toward the idea of de-escalation. However, current policing culture, and
the underlying history it grew out of, has made the return to a service or guardian mentality
complicated. Participants in the Summit emphasized frequently that a thorough understanding of this
history and the impact it has on current policing culture are the “lynch pin” to returning to a guardian
mindset which fosters De-escalation. Participants provided the example of younger officers who have
not had the experiences of the last decades and their propensity to adopt new and different ideas.
They attribute this flexibility of thinking to the idea those new to the profession have not yet been
acculturated to current common practice.

Developing a Guardian Mindset Culture
Participants in the Summit placed emphasis on the idea that all too often the evaluation of interactions
between officers and the public they serve are based on a review initiated by a negative outcome.
There is scarcity from both an internal and external perspective of positive interactions which are
recognized for the behaviors that led to a resolution not involving force. This tendency for a focus
on negative outcomes and understanding the circumstances that led to them, while necessary, can
create an environment that inadvertently ignores positive behaviors. Participants placed a significant
value on the importance of establishing a culture which chooses to reward successful De-escalation
as often or more often than it examines and publicizes the less positive situations. Doing so provides
for positive modeling of desired conduct and exemplifies the organizational commitment to these
values.
Establishing a “guardian culture” requires policing to go beyond examining a single incident to
determine if practitioner officers used proper tactics and techniques to render an otherwise chaotic
situation safe. It additionally goes beyond evaluating whether the situation was resolved using that
force which authorized by law and policy. The need to establish an agency culture wherein the guardian
mentality is ‘Woven into every aspect of policing operations’, was heavily weighted by Summit

participants. This idea consistent with the idea of Procedural Justice (Tyler, 2019), is anchored in an
internal culture which values individuals and seeks to improve the personal and professional wellbeing
of all employees.
Establishing a guardian culture which seeks opportunities to De-escalate in all situations means
developing an overarching philosophy focused on the idea that is the inherent responsibility of all
officers to place sanctity of life above all else. It cannot be accomplished through a simple vision and
mission statement or policy that requires officers to demonstrate specific techniques in certain
situations; it involves a core principle of operations that should govern all other aspects of the
organizations role in society.

Communicating a Guardian Mindset
Participants in the Summit
identified communication both
internally and externally as a
recurring theme associated with
de-escalation and the policing
culture. Similarly, participants
placed an emphasis on the
importance of executives driving
the move toward a guardian
mentality through their conduct
and communication as imperative
to the success of this change. The
message outlining this philosophy
should be communicated directly
from the Chief Executive and
demonstrated through both word
and deed. Additionally, Summit
participants consistently asserted the idea that management at all levels should convey their belief in a
law enforcement culture wherein de-escalation is at the forefront. Culture change cannot be
accomplished simply by establishing mission and vision statements which support this idea; it should
be lived out daily through the conduct of all policing personnel.
Communicating the message should be unambiguous and establish clear expectations for all
personnel. While, as previously stated, culture change goes beyond standard documents, participants
did place value in having Mission and Vision statements which were internalized by all personnel and
conspicuously posted throughout the organization. Participants further saw a benefit in the use of
posters and roll call briefing items which underscore the importance of De-escalation as a matter of
practice. Core concepts associated with De-escalation should be revisited in post incident debriefs and
emphasized during regular evaluations.
Similar to the concepts for internal communication, conveyance of this philosophy should be done
clearly and consistently as it pertains to the community. While participants emphasized that the day to
day interaction between policing practitioners and the community would be the strongest means of

delivering the message, there was value in other forms of communication. Participants identified the
following as key in delivering a consistent, clear message to the community:
•

Conducting regular community meetings involving executive and command staff.

•

Establishing an agency website which publishes Mission and Vision statements and
provides an avenue for community feedback.

•

Regular media events wherein the philosophy can be emphasized and positive
examples of police/public interaction can be highlighted.

•

Consistent participation in community events providing an opportunity for interaction
outside of an enforcement context.

•

Candid, empathic acknowledgment in those instances where policing practitioners
depart from established expectations for conduct.

Promoting Wellness & Self-regulation to Improve Demeanor &
Decision-making
While this topic is addressed in other portions of the Summit report, it is important to note that
Summit participants placed significant emphasis on the importance of individual wellness, emotional
intelligence, and self-regulation as pivotal to establishing a guardian culture that favors De-escalation.
Participants felt officer wellness and emotional intelligence were pre-eminent in affecting policing
practitioner thinking associated with every policing action. Participants in the Summit believed there
were several critical elements to achieving officer wellness including:
1. Reducing the stigma associated with Emotional Wellness.
2. Provision of resources that can be readily and confidentially accessed.
3. Peer awareness of critical warning signs.
4. A robust training program focused on Wellness and Emotional Intelligence.
Summit participants pointed out that failure to provide for employee wellness has a detrimental impact
on the employee, their ability to make timely effective and sound decisions and impacts the overall
cultural wellness of the organization. (See Chapter 6)

Recognizing and Rewarding Desirable Characteristics and Behaviors During
Personnel Practices (Selection, Hiring, Retention, Evaluation and Promotion)
Summit participants placed a very high value on the idea of identifying characteristics in employees
that are conducive to a guardian culture favoring De-escalation. Evaluation of the type begins with
the selection process, is emphasized at the academy, continues throughout every aspect of training,
and should be revisited during evaluations and incorporated into all promotional processes.

Specifically, one of the overarching themes in this area was with regard to hiring. Participants believed
that pre-hiring interviews and focused psychological testing should include questions which examine
the candidate’s capacity for analytical thought, Emotional Intelligence, empathy, and self-regulation.
Identification of candidates who possess the capacity to further develop these characteristics early in
the process provides for a strong foundation on which to build a culture which favors De-escalation.
Participants identified the following techniques as suggested means of recognizing and rewarding
conduct consistent with De-escalation philosophy:
•

Body worn camera video demonstrating successful De-escalation should be shown
during meetings and briefings as a positive means of exemplifying and influencing
current and future behavior.

•

De-escalation skills should be an integral part of every evaluation process and
promotional examination.

•

Successful De-escalation should be recognized and rewarded in the presence of peers
and when appropriate, the community.

•

Real world, contemporary examples of successful De-escalation should be used for
training purposes.

•

Demonstrated practice of De-escalation skills and understanding of the “Guardian”
culture as an integral part of every examination for promotion or special assignment.

Building Confidence & Competence Through Training in a De-escalation
Culture
While training is covered in-depth in this report in another section, participants did emphasize with
respect to culture and philosophy, that all policing personnel should receive training in De-escalation,
Tactics, and Use of Force which was sufficiently robust to allow for a very high degree of confidence
when implemented in the field. This efficacy for their ability to resolve situations safely will result in a
lower degree of intensity infused into a given situation due to concerns for self-preservation.

Developing a Feedback System with Measurable Metrics to Evaluate Success
Any discussion of establishing a culture which requires a different way of thinking requires some form
of measuring the breadth and depth that the new ideas are being received and implemented. Unlike
measuring success with a specific linear program or initiative, a change in policing culture which favors
De-escalation can be more difficult to measure. Participants felt strongly that true measurement of
success in this area requires more than just a tracking of use of force statistics. While the use of force
metric will certainly provide some indication regarding force trends, it is not singularly a true indicator
of culture shift.

In addition to the tracking of use of force statistics, participants recommended the following
measurable metrics as a means of evaluating overall success.
•

Regular community meetings to ensure their perspective and suggestions for
improvement.

•

On-going evaluation of media reports to evaluate public opinion.

•

Internal discussions at meetings, briefings, and other events to provide for 360-degree
feedback.

•

Evaluation of depth of understanding during evaluation, promotions, and special
assignment interviews.

•

Continuing professional training, which evaluates understanding and reemphasizes
key ideas and desired traits and behavior.
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CHAPTER 5

DE-ESCALATION TRAINING
Training – Internal and External
The importance of effective
de-escalation training weighed
heavily in the contributions of
summit participants. In fact,
every theme included a focus
on the need for effective
training. To this end, the
summit participants offered
five principal assertions for
police de-escalation training.
DE-ESCALATION
TRAINING SHOULD BE
PERVASIVE
De-escalation training should begin in the police academy and continue consistently throughout
officers’ careers. Further, it should be taught not as a standalone topic, but instead as a norm in
policing culture, with pertinent skill sets woven as a common thread throughout education and
training. De-escalation should be taught comprehensively, with a common definition, and consistent
requirements and expectations statewide. In fact, the requirements for courses described in 11 CCR §
1070 should be updated to include relevant de-escalation capacities.
The failure to maintain statewide consistency may negatively impact the community by producing
inconsistent and inequitable policing. Inconsistency and inequity; treating some people differently than
others, are primary contributing factors that negatively impact police legitimacy. Officers and other
police staff might also struggle to navigate variations in training that impact academies, organizational
values, policing paradigms, and the standards of personnel assessment.
THE BASIC ACADEMY
Successful de-escalation begins at the basic academies, not as a standalone learning domain but as a
theme interlaced into every applicable element so that it may become a cultural norm for new officers.
Further, due to its standardized curriculum, the basic academy system may be used as the mechanism
by which de-escalation is standardized for the California policing profession overall. Consequently,
academy instructors should have a superior understanding of both de-escalation and adult learning
concepts necessary to more effectively guide new officers’ development. POST Basic Course Learning
Domain 20 – Use of Force/De-escalation.

FIELD TRAINING PROGRAMS (FTP)
Field Training Officers (FTO) should be consistent in carrying forward the concepts of de-escalation
learned in the academy and emphasize to recruits the benefits to officers and public safety. The FTOs’
influence and modeling of de-escalation behavior to new officers as part of the organizational
culture is critical [emphasis added]. The FTO development course should include de-escalation
concepts aligned with the basic academy as well as teaching methods (presentation skills, adult
learning, and effective communications) by which to effectively teach these strategies. The adoption
and application of de-escalation in the FTP should be well supervised and supported by FTP
Coordinators, FTP Administrators, and FTOs.
IN-SERVICE AND ADVANCED OFFICER
As with the academy, de-escalation should be taught to tenured officers, not as training in a vacuum,
but rather as a thread of commonality, woven into all appropriate training, including briefing
meetings/roll-call training. It is also imperative that the philosophy and message of de-escalation is
reinforced by supervisor and manager attendance at training alongside line staff. This contributes to a
shared organizational understanding as well as clear and collective expectations for performance.
SUPERVISION AND MANAGEMENT
Supervisors and managers should receive training not only
on the mechanics of de-escalation, but also on methods
for the communication of de-escalation philosophies
inclusive of organizational mission and vision. They
should also be given the opportunity to develop their skills
with communication, assessment, and conducting
productive and generative conversations with those under
their leadership. De-escalation training for supervisors and
managers, beyond skills and performance, should also
embrace the broad view; viewing de-escalation from a
bird’s eye organizational and industry perspective.
Supervisors and managers should also consider their
responsibilities in identifying and recording de-escalation
as part of their officer’s performance standards for
performance evaluations and in-field assessment and
coaching.

De-Escalation Training Will be Engaging and Learner Centered
This theme indicates that police de-escalation training should occur in a manner that is learnercentered, giving students an ample opportunity to conceive of multiple reasoned responses to events,
while also giving them the analytic and empathetic capacities to select the response best suited for
particular encounters. De-escalation Summit participants overwhelmingly called for scenario-based
training that is designed to be authentic to real-world practitioner experiences. They also expressed
concern that de-escalation not be taught solely via instructional methods that only transmit
information to students, such as lecture and PowerPoint, because students get few opportunities to

critically examine and practice learned material and skills. Further, summit participants specified that
learners should be evaluated using explicit high-order learning outcomes derived from expected realworld performance and not low-order learning outcomes focused only on physical attendance or a
students’ receipt of in-class content.
In response to this problem, Summit participants collectively offered insights and guidance for the
delivery of de-escalation training:
•

De-escalation training and concepts should be woven throughout police training instead of
being isolated in a standalone class. For example, de-escalation should be integral in
communications, mental illness, human disabilities, defensive tactics, less-lethal weapons, and
firearms classes. This approach will support de-escalation becoming a deep part of the policing
culture instead of simply a passing fad.

•

11 CCR § 1070 classes should be revised to include appropriate aspects of de-escalation.

•

Desirable de-escalation tactics and techniques should be clear and emphasized and students
should be given ample time to actively practice them throughout training sessions.

•

Frequent role playing and scenario-based exercises should be a principle method of deescalation training, with a focus on officer’s development of their communication, problem
solving, and empathetic skills. Most scenarios should feature low-stakes; everyday encounters
that focus on positive outcomes. Further, scenario roles should be at least partially performed
by community members so as to make the training more authentic to the real world. Students
should also be challenged by scenarios earlier and more consistently in their training sessions.
This will allow for more time for reflection on performance and practice, followed by
remediation when required, of learned skills.

•

Student learning outcomes have got to be measurable and stated explicitly at the beginning of
training and consistent feedback should be given throughout the duration of training. The
measurement or validation of learning often comes in the form of a testing or performance
evaluated process to show desired degrees of proficiency or to meet pre-identified
performance standards. Training should:
–

Provide clear and concise expectations.

–

Tell/show them what success looks like.

–

Clearly demonstrate what meeting or exceeding the standard is.

•

De-escalation training outcomes should be authentic and directly transferable (i.e. situated) to
the real world.

•

De-escalation training and learning outcomes should not be based on a narrow checklist of
performance behaviors. Instead training ought to focus on developing officers’ capacity for
reasoning and adaptation to diverse events and contexts. Reasoning skills and adaptation
dexterity provide learners with the malleable tools needed to successfully engage the
immeasurable number of scenarios and circumstances they could be exposed to in police work
that could never wholly be simulated or covered in training.

•

Training should include learner practice for all stages of encounters, including preengagement, engagement, adaptation and repair, and resolution and conclusion.

•

De-escalation training needs to include opportunities for students to reflect on their own
performance and become accustomed to and skilled at articulating their reasoning verbally
(testimony) and in written form (reporting).

De-Escalation Trainers Should be Skilled in Creating Adult Learning
Police de-escalation trainers should be highly competent in two ways. They should 1) be
knowledgeable and exemplify the commitment to and practice of police de-escalation and 2) be able
to facilitate learning that is engaged, learner-centered, and effectively presented. Such training should
provide students with opportunities for critical thought, learning by doing, and self-evaluation. Within
these two characteristics, Summit participants suggested the following considerations for the
identification of de-escalation trainers:
1. De-escalation Knowledge and Practice
•

Use instructors having professional experience that is relevant to the topic and who may offer
alternative/diverse perspectives, such as retired officers, judges, attorneys, or appropriate
community members.

•

Instructors statewide should have a consistent and current understanding of de-escalation
definition, philosophy, and strategies. While state-wide training does not have to be identical,
such training should be foundationally standardized and generally consistent.

•

Buy-in for de-escalation may be encouraged through the use of line-staff as instructors, given
that they also meet the other desirable de-escalation instructor characteristics.

2. Capacity to Facilitate Blended and Varied Learning
•

Instructors should be required to attend instructor development courses, such as the Basic
Instructor Certificate Program within the Instructor Development Institute (IDI).

•

Instructors should have the teaching skills necessary to teach de-escalation in a way that is
relevant and meaningful to students for their own contexts, and not rely only on lecture and
PowerPoint. Training should be blended, varied, engaging, and diverse. When possible,
instructors should connect the existing curriculum to the learner’s pre-existing experience.

•

Instructors should have a thorough understanding of emotional intelligence (EI) and
specifically how it may be used to encourage student self-awareness and self-reflection.

Notably, Summit participants indicated that the Field Training Officer (FTO) is a vital role for the
development of practical de-escalation competencies in new officers. Certain recommendations were
offered specifically for the FTO role that is in addition to the characteristics noted above.

To provide the most effective de-escalation training, FTOs should:
•

Be exceptionally skilled in emotional intelligence, both in self-awareness, selfmanagement, and awareness of the condition of others (empathy).

•

Be skilled in recognizing and defusing adverse triggers in themselves and their
recruits.

•

Have exceptional coaching and mentoring skills.

•

Have an understanding of de-escalation as it is taught in the academy (Learning
Domains) so as to maintain a consistent message.

•

Have a background in teaching/training and education that will enhance their
effectiveness in the FTO learning environment.

•

Attend specialized training to guide them in the most effective ways to coach and
exploit the elements of de-escalation (skills and mindset).

To empower FTOs with these additional skills, Summit participants suggested that the current FTO
course be revised to include an updated focus on these capacities to keep pace with societal changes
and change within the policing industry.
Overall, summit participants emphasized the need for de-escalation trainers—whether in the academy,
FTO, or advanced officer—who believe in de-escalation, have passion for teaching it to others, and
who envision themselves as coaches/mentors for others to develop the skill. This observation is
important because it is supported in existing research on effective teaching. Recent studies caution
that, although police educators may conceptually understand engaged student-centered learning, they
may default to teacher-centered transmissive instruction simply because they cannot imagine how
productive learning would work in their own classrooms (Birzer, 2003; Chappell, 2008; McCoy, 2006;
Oliva & Compton, 2010; Shipton, 2011). Consequently, it is vital to provide police trainers, including
de-escalation instructors, with adequate formal opportunities to develop their competence and identity
as productive educators (Norris, 2018; Shipton, 2014).

Education on Police De-escalation Should be Offered to the Public
The Summit participants called for de-escalation education not only for members of the policing
profession, but also for members of the public. It was emphasized that public education is necessary
to help communities understand 1) the goals for police de-escalation training, 2) what de-escalation is
and is not, and 3) that de-escalation is not a panacea to prevent all violent encounters. The overall goal
of public-facing de-escalation education is to enable the public to make reasoned examinations of
events in which the police use force. In particular, de-escalation education should be offered to the
media, community leaders, social and outreach workers, and advocacy organizations. The ROI of
partnering with and educating the public, done effectively and consistently over time could be
significant.

Public de-escalation training was envisioned as a combination of informational social media posts;
presentations to the public; and engaging, hands-on training sessions in which community members
experience interactive training methods such as force options simulators, scenarios, and use of force
training. These training sessions would not be intended to teach the public to engage in the use of
force but rather to experience the time-critical decision making and problem-solving processes
required of police officers.
De-escalation summit participants believed that public education will result in:
•

Greater public understanding of the challenges faced by the police.

•

Greater understanding of the limitations of police de-escalation.

•

Increased shared understanding and communication between the police and community
(establishing new or strengthening existing relationships).

•

More accurate perceptions and rehabilitation of police legitimacy.

•

Increased officer wellness.

•

Decreased need for the use of force due to public understanding.

•

Increased police understanding of community expectations.

De-escalation Training Should Include Appropriate Content
The Summit generated substantial recommendations for de-escalation training topics and content. In
the subsection immediately following, general considerations are offered that are applicable for all
policing personnel. This is followed by specialized considerations for particular law enforcement roles.

Recommended General De-escalation Training Topics
1. Echoing the Final Report of the President's Task Force on 21st Century Policing (2015), Summit
participants specified that policing philosophy and culture should be shifted from a warrior
orientation to a guardian orientation. This is the path that should be taken if policing is to increase
internal/external procedural justice and broaden perspectives of police legitimacy.
2. Officer wellness (physical, emotional, behavioral, social, and mental health) and emotional
intelligence should be central and fundamental pillars of de-escalation training. This is because the
foundation of police de-escalation is officers’ own capacity for self-awareness, self-regulation, and
empathy: “...we can’t expect them to deescalate others if they cannot defuse themselves ”
(Summit participant).
3. Communication should also be considered a pillar for de-escalation training. An officer unable to
effectively communicate may struggle to employ de-escalation skills. Existing communications
education should be expanded to allow for adequate practice of conversational, rapport-building,
stressful, and critical communication within the framework offered by emotional intelligence.
Course content should include:

a. Strategies for approach, greeting, engagement, adaptation, repair, and incident
closure.
b. Proper volume, tone, pace, and demeanor (physical/behavioral) for diverse events.
c. Respect and dignity (civility).
d. Active listening.
e. How to give and receive constructive feedback.
f. Mindful attention.
g. Providing a voice to others and the value of allowing people to “vent.”
h. Non-verbal communication and behavioral cues.
i. W.A.I.T. Strategy: “Why Am I Talking?”
4. Reactive vs. proactive problem response. Officers should approach events proactively, analytically,
and flexibly instead of relying on a narrow set of default solutions habituated from past
experiences. Training should not simply deliver to officers a fixed, finite, and narrow selection of
available responses, but instead provide them with the critical reasoning, empathetic, and adaptive
capacities necessary to diagnose the varied events they encounter daily.
5. The cause, impact, and mitigation of cognitive biases in policing decision making. This should
include relevant brain science and a particular focus on implicit bias.
6. De-escalation should be represented in policing education as a system of thought (mindset,
philosophy, and organizational culture) and not simply a tool to be applied. A tool can be deployed
or disregarded; cognitive de-escalation is an internal and systemic way of thinking and can ideally
be applied in all police encounters. De-escalation does not replace the use of force; it is the officer’s
preliminary efforts to avoid force and subsequently serves as part of the justification to use force
after de-escalation efforts have been exhausted and failed.
7. A sustained examination of statutory and case law governing police use of force, adjusted to
address emerging social or legal trends.
8. Strategic disengagement: the skills to recognize and act upon circumstances in which police
withdrawal may be the most effective tactic. Withdrawal as a strategy does not equal failure.
9. Response to events involving mental illness and physical disabilities.
10. Identifying and mitigating officer-generated jeopardy/exigency.
11. Internal and external procedural justice as a function of police legitimacy.
12. The relationship between police tactics and de-escalation strategies, and how each may conflict or
enhance the other.

13. Empathetic accuracy – training them to know the “other”.

Specialized De-escalation Training Topics
DISPATCHER
1. Officer pre-contact de-escalation. Dispatchers may have opportunities to de-escalate events
prior to officer arrival, lessening the risk to officers and public.
ACADEMY INSTRUCTOR
1. How to facilitate evolving scenarios requiring student adaptation and offer opportunities for
students to practice de-escalation.
2. Resources and learning methods that generate recruit resiliency, adaptability, self-awareness,
and self-regulation before they enter the real world.
FIELD TRAINING OFFICER
1. Mentoring, coaching, modeling, and holding trainees accountable for the concepts and use of
de-escalation. FTOs should indoctrinate trainees into the culture and adoptive mindset of deescalation.
2. Emotional intelligence and learning environments.
3. Trigger identification, prevention, and mitigation.
4. Integration of de-escalation training into 40-hour FTO Certification Course, the FTO 24hour Update Course, and the 24-hour FTP Coordinator/Administrator Course.
SUPERVISOR
1. Add new content to the POST Supervisory Course allowing deeper examination of the goals
and concepts of de-escalation.
2. Recognizing and intervening in issues related to officer wellness.
3. Development of the skills needed to facilitate difficult (crucial) conversations and employee
performance feedback.
4. Development of report-reading and critique skills specific to use of force and threshold events:
Are reports written with consideration of the questions that may be posed by varied future
readers (Ex: attorneys, judges, media, and the public)?
5. Conducting formal and informal incident debriefs and reviewing body-cam recordings as a
training tool.
6. Recognition and mitigation of employee issues with self-control, maturity, triggers, and
emotional intelligence.

MANAGER
1. The evaluation of de-escalation using the criteria of reduced use of force, complaints/IA
referrals, lawsuits, public (external) perception, and internal perception.
2. Promoting the normalization of officer wellness and mental health for incidental as well as
cumulative stress.
3. Integration of management-level de-escalation training (supervisory oversight, staff
expectations, evaluation) into the POST Management Course.
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CHAPTER 6

DE-ESCALATION:
WELLNESS & EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Wellness and Emotional Intelligence
Members of law enforcement are Type A personalities and when in uniform and on-the-job, they are Apex
Alphas and internal emotions, followed by sticky external feelings, would be a distraction, a weakness, and
would certainly get in the way of accomplishing the mission. Officers win; they don’t lose and they make command
decisions, control the scene, and handle problems. They cannot afford to be caught showing a weakness or having
emotions, as this chink in the armor; the act of slipping, might draw the relentless attention from their peers,
like lions on the weak zebra, and cast the unwanted stigma of being human. Officers are like Abalone; hard
shell on the outside and soft on the inside, but their culture dictates they only ever display their shell. As a result,
emotions are driven inward where they belong and are stored and ignored like the beginning stages of cancer and
are masked; hidden behind a professional poker face. If officers have an emotional crisis, they should grin and
bear it; toughen up…they can take it; they’re the police.
The paragraph above, written slightly tongue-in-cheek for illustrative purposes, describes law
enforcement forty years ago. While it takes a peek into the adverse mindset of yesterday’s police officer,
every law enforcement professional can relate to portions of these descriptions and has first-hand
knowledge, having seen this persona in themselves and those they work with. While law enforcement
personnel should certainly be physically and mentally tough, the days of denying one’s emotional
health and ignoring physiological wellness are over.
Today, as policing changes, becomes more sophisticated, and develops to meet contemporary
challenges, health, wellness, and emotional intelligence (EI) for law enforcement is substantially
important; even life-saving. The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing highlighted six
primary areas of focus surrounding six pillars. The sixth pillar is Officer Wellness and Safety.
The Law Enforcement Mental Health and Wellness Act of 2017 (LEMHWA) was signed into law in
January 2018, recognizing that law enforcement agencies need and deserve support in their ongoing
efforts to protect the mental health and well-being of their staff. An enlightened organizational culture,
quality training, and available stigma-free resources for good mental and psychological health is just
as vital as good physical health for law enforcement officers. To enjoy the success and longevity of a
quality law enforcement career, officers should consider a holistic approach to wellbeing; the whole
package—mind (EI) and body (wellness).

Holistic & Systemic Wellness: The Whole Package
Officer suicide can be preventable. Some common officer illnesses like colon cancer or diabetes can
be preventable. Depression, PTSD, and chronic fatigue can be preventable. Bankruptcy can be
preventable. Divorce, morbid obesity, or shortened life spans can be preventable. The best approach
to prevention is holistically and systemically. Prevention is paramount and in an interview with law
enforcement’s leading authority on prevention, Gordon Graham, Mr. Graham generously offered a
valuable tool to help officers achieve that “whole package” approach to wellness and quality of life.

The Ten “F”s for Success:

Maximizing Quantity & Quality of Your Life
1. FAITH

Believe in a higher power.

2. FAMILY

Take care of your family – always.

3. FRIENDS

Friends and Acquaintances. Having 2 or 3 great friends who will always
be on your side is fantastic.

4. FITNESS

Keep yourself in shape – just walking an hour a day is wonderful. Regular
MD visits – even if you are feeling great. Mental and physical concerns –
take care of yourself.

5. FOOD

Everything in moderation. General Rule: If your grandmother would not
recognize it – don’t eat it.

6. FUN

Laugh a lot. There are a lot of benefits to being happy and laughing a lot.

7. FUNDS

Financial planning early on and try to retire debt free.

8. FREEDOM

Be grateful you are here in the United States of America. Protect the
freedoms that so many have died for over the centuries.

9. FUTURE

Time flies by quickly – strategic thinking is essential.

10. FULLFILMENT

Make every day count. Make every contact count. Be humble – it is not
all about you. You get the opportunity every day to make a difference in
someone’s life. Simultaneously, you are “Building your Dash.” Take a
look at the poem of that name by Linda Ellis.
Gordon Graham – Graham Research Consultants & Co-Founder of Lexipol

The premise of this chapter and the Summit participant’s focus on wellness and EI, suggest that for
officers to most successfully de-escalate the vast variety of problems they might encounter, they will
be much more effective if they themselves are enjoying optimum personal mental and physical health

and wellness. How can an officer skillfully deal with the often intense and difficult issues of another
if they are distracted by or troubled with physical illness/limitations or suffering from fatigue or
unhealthy emotional or psychological stress? Dr. Kevin Gilmartin offered the following valuable
insight.
"It is asking for the impossible to expect a Police Officer who has been chronically ignoring
emotional and physical wellness to be able to professionally de-escalate intense
confrontations. Just one variable; protracted sleep deprivation alone can severely impact
Officers. 24 hours of sustained wakefulness has Officers functioning, in terms of judgment
and reaction time, at a .10 - blood alcohol content - equivalent. 18 hours is at a .08 BAC
equivalent. Waiting until the confrontation takes place is too late. Not having significant
investment in Emotional Survival throughout a police career is like teaching firearms skills
after the lethal confrontation has taken place."
─ Kevin M. Gilmartin, Ph.D.
Author of Emotional Survival for Law Enforcement:
A Guide for Law Enforcement Officers and Their families

In the course of their careers, some officers should battle with chronic fatigue/exhaustion, cynicism,
poor nutrition, apathy/indifference, substance abuse, cumulative stress/anxiety, troubled
relationships/divorce, anger, physical pain, burn-out, insomnia, suicide, illness, PTSD, depression,
fear, or isolation. These adverse conditions, among others, can have a significant and cumulative
negative impact and make it more difficult for officers to de-escalate difficult or challenging
encounters. Herein lies the extraordinary necessity and value of wellness and EI.
Law enforcement has made great strides over the years toward officer wellness and the importance of
EI, but they have only scratched the surface. There is still stigma, fear, and misunderstandings that
deter officers from knowing it’s okay to ask for help.
“If I break my arm, people are glad to sign my cast. If I say I’m depressed, people don’t
want to come near me. We think there is something different between mental health and
physical health, when in fact there is not. How we change that in the law enforcement,
that’s the big question and the greatest challenge.”
John Violanti, Ph.D.
Officer Health and Organizational Wellness
Department of Epidemiology & Environmental Health,
State University of New York/University of Buffalo

Knowing the Rules to Achieving Wellness
A Police Chief who was teaching a career development course covering assessment center testing said,

“Assessment centers are about gamesmanship…the better you know the rules, the better you
play the game.” When it comes to an officer’s emotional health, they need to know the rules so they

can play the game better. Succeeding at mental health and wellness involves understanding how to
identify problems early (introspection/self-assessment). Officers should know where to go, who to
speak to, and what will happen. Officers need to be aware of the many resources and support systems
that are available, both formally and informally. Officers should be trained and the culture of the
organization should not support an environment of stigma toward the legitimate challenge’s officers
face.
These are some of the “Rules” officers should be aware of; knowing their options and taking action
without fear. This is the challenge for law enforcement organizations. Most agencies have a contracted
or in-house psychologist(s) who minimally assessed new hires, conducts fitness for duty cases, and
provides post shooting officer evaluation. Most agencies maintain an in-house formal Peer Counseling
or Employee Assistance Program (EAP). Some (few) agencies offer an on-duty or incentivized offduty physical fitness program. In most law enforcement organizations, these efforts are the sum total
of their overt commitment to officer wellness and EI. Most [emphasis added] officers have no contact
with the Department Psychologist after being hired. Most officers do not use the resources of Peer
Counseling or their Employee Assistance Program. And, for the majority of organizations that have
no internal/external fitness programs, personnel fitness is separated from the organization; something
that officers do at home and on their own time, if at all.
When it comes to mental and emotional health, fitness, and wellness, officers know very little, as they
have limited or no exposure to this vast highly valuable information. This lack of information,
support, and resources are part of the problem. The absence of this information, agencysponsored support, and internal programs create potentially damaging misinformation, fear, stigma,
and silence. Officers who work day after day in anguish or frustration or in pain, under stress, or
depressed, and do so in prolonged silence may suffer the risk of cumulative damage.
The first step in solving a problem is accepting that there is a problem.
The second step is knowing how to solve the problem & seeking help when it’s needed.
The third step is taking robust action to solve the problem.
The first step is pretty easy. Losing your temper, exhaustion from insomnia, abuse of alcohol resulting
in sick-leave abuse, or an inability to communicate with your family are recognizable problems. The
second step is often where the difficulty occurs and without the second step, the third step is nearly
impossible. Today more than ever, law enforcement organizations should consider the great value and
risk prevention of top-down support and a full commitment to the health and wellness of their
officers.

“ Historically speaking, LEO’s stuffed away their emotional human reactions to the traumas

they witnessed on a weekly basis. The thought was that physical fitness was the only way to
handle the stressors of the job. However, there were still so many early retirements, on the
job injuries, alcohol related problems, high divorce rates, and suicide, that they began to
realize that their mental health was a contributing factor to these problems. Implementing
behavioral health and wellness programs such as, peer support, Chaplains, and mental
health professionals (the helping triad) as part of the culture, has changed the stigma that it
is “weak “ to have a human reaction to the horrendous events they are exposed too. It is not
weak. The positive impact and acceptance for reaching out to someone for help, began at
the academy level, teaching them from the beginning of their careers that talking to someone
or getting help for a problem shows strength. It begins at the academy level, and the training
they receive throughout their careers now focuses on the importance of their mental wellbeing. Departments also began to include their most important “back-up;” their families
from the beginning, so families would learn and understand the LEO career and how they can
be supportive and how they can also get support. A healthy family can help provide a healthy
cop to a very demanding profession.”
Nancy Bohl-Penrod, Ph.D.
The Counseling Team International

Wellness Programs & Training
In the absence of formal internal programs or assistance options within the agency, officers should
make it a priority to attend specific training through their agency or on their own volition. Officers
are well trained to protect themselves—officer safety is paramount—and they have protective armor,
high-tech communications, back-up, weapons, and an abundance of training to fight, survive, and win.
But, how do officers defend themselves against threats that come from within? How do they survive
an attack they cannot see? What armor or weapons will protect them from stress, depression, or
disease? Training, a dedication to self-preservation, and self-directed education provide the armor,
weapons, and back-up to wellness and emotional survival. In the California POST Management
Course, one of the blocks of instruction is called, “Wellness in the Workplace & Leisure.” The
instructor, Nancy Bohl-Penrod, Ph.D. (The Counseling Team International) presents a very impactful
8-hour course of curriculum for police managers. During the presentation, the students learn a variety
of things they did not know, some of which include the following:
•

A common canc er prevalent in law enforcement is colon cancer, in part, because

•

Officers should read the labels on their energy drinks. Most don’t even know the
ingredients of what they are consuming and never realized that many of these
drinks are supposed to be two servings.

officers eat so much fast food over a prolonged period of time. Try looking in the
trashcans where officers clean their patrol units out.

•

Officers should know what nomophobia is and assess and prioritize how their
precious time is spent or could be better spent.

•

Officers should know how to recognize stress they cannot see, identify what is
causing unhealthy stress, how stress impacts officers physically, chemically, and
mentally and the many simple ways to counter it.

•

Research shows that a supervisor’s leadership behavior, or lack thereof, can be
toxic and induce stress. The body does not know the difference between the stress
from a prolonged wild pursuit and the stress from continually struggling through
an embattled relationship with a supervisor.

This information is only a fraction of what officers can learn in wellness training. This information
(knowledge) can be considered officers’ internal body armor for their physiological, emotional, and
mental well-being.
“Nothing will add more to your success in everything you do than a
healthy, tranquil, and rested mind supported by a strong, flexible, and
nutritionally fit body.”
California has a number of quality training resources surrounding physical and emotional wellness.
Most law enforcement personnel on the west coast have experienced and benefitted from Dr. Kevin
Gilmartin’s powerful emotional survival training. While training like this is valuable, taking a few 8hour seminars over the span of a 30-year career pales by comparison to an organization that has made
officer wellness an organizational priority and an ongoing and foundational part of their culture. This
culture should be reinforced through supervision and management and through formal programmatic
efforts (Hiring process, policy, FTO program, formal mentorship, team-building, roll-call training,
enhanced performance evaluation, and continually providing information and resources, to name a
few). For organizations, the ROI of this commitment is immeasurable and can be considered a
valuable form of human risk management.
Knowing the rules to achieving wellness includes knowing that it’s okay to break the silence. The
problems officers have are most often treatable, but officers have to know what to do and where to
go to get treated. Officers should feel safe knowing that when they reach out for help that there will
be no stigma and they will not be viewed as weak or defective. The real battle in officer wellness and
EI is not just getting well or healthy; but also knowing how to do it, where to turn, and that it’s okay
to get help.
Social Worker Althea Olson and her husband, Officer Mike Wasilewski wrote an article for
PoliceOne.com: How to tell if you are depressed & when to get help . Regarding depression, the
authors offer a great example of what officers should know; “The Rules” of sorts and what
organizations should support.

–

Depression is not a life sentence

–

Depression is not a sign of weakness

–

Depression is not something you “just get over”

–

Depression is not something you should be ashamed of

–

If you suffer from depression, you are not a failure, weak, or defective

As Summit participant’s discussions progressed, the importance of wellness and EI, as it relates to deescalation, became evident. They recognized that officer behavior was strongly connected to and
influenced by their wellness and emotional intelligence (EI). An officer’s wellness also impacts
community wellness through a diverse array of interactions and through many levels and types of
communication. The group recognized that in order for police agencies to improve de-escalation skills,
they need properly rested, well-trained officers, and officers who are healthy, both physically and
mentally.

What is Emotional Intelligence?
While there are many definitions, sources, and approaches to the meaning and application of EI,
according to Psychology Today, emotional intelligence refers to the ability to identify and manage
one’s own emotions, as well as the emotions of others. Emotional intelligence is generally said to
include at least three skills:
–

Emotional awareness or the ability to identify and name one’s own emotions.

–

The ability to harness those emotions and apply them to tasks like thinking and
problem solving.

–

The ability to manage emotions, which includes both regulating one’s own emotions
when necessary and helping others to do the same.
(Note: Helping others manage and regulate their emotions = DE-ESCALATION )

Officers’ who are angry, indifferent, or impatient in their actions will likely invoke the same actions
from those they are trying to control or de-escalate. However, with the ability to assess and selfregulate their own emotions and external behavior, they have a much better chance to influence the
actions and behavior of those they are dealing with.

“In any policing controversy—excessive use of force, racial profiling, police suicide,
discourtesy—separating human emotions from that controversy’s cause is difficult. An
officer’s emotional intelligence—whether the lack of emotional awareness or the inability to
control emotions—will emerge. There can be no escaping one’s emotions; indeed, if
repressed, they cause even more problems. This is of particular concern to law enforcement,
due to the myth that an officer should grin and bear emotional crises and shake them off at
the end of the shift.
That myth has been contradicted by research, which has uncovered a much different reality.
Contemporary psychological research shows that the strong, silent type (typical of many
police officers) cannot suppress human emotions without suffering serious consequences.
Emotional intelligence is just as serious in training.”
By Gregory Saville - Emotional Intelligence in Policing
(International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) Police Chief Magazine)
Senior Partner, Alternation Consulting, and Adjunct Professor, University of New Haven,
New Haven, Connecticut

What is Officer Wellness?
Wellness can be considered a heavy word in that it has a lot of
moving parts and it means different things to different people.
While in its most simplistic terms, wellness is the absence of any
illness, injury, or adverse problem; physically, emotionally, or
mentally, but it is more than that. Wellness is a proactive course
of action that includes being self-aware and making good
decisions and balanced choices to lead a healthy and fulfilled
personal and professional life.

“Wellness is not just
surviving; it’s
thriving.”

For the purpose of this publication, wellness is the sum total of everything officers can do in
collaboration with a proactive and supportive organization to prevent, mitigate, or eliminate general
emotional, mental, or physical health problems. Wellness is not just surviving; rather it is thriving.
Wellness is more than being free from disease or emotionally sound, it is a focused and deliberate
process of improvement and growth. Best practices for wellness is reaching a level of total physical,
mental, and emotional well-being; it’s achieving the best possible you.
Example
Officer A is an exemplary 10-year veteran and one of the most beloved and admired officers in the Department.
Officer A is an FTO, a medal of valor recipient, an effective mentor to younger officers, and his evaluations
consistently exceed standards in every category.
Officer A has gained 70 pounds since graduation from the academy and was just warned by his Doctor that he is
pre-diabetic. The officer has a large family including a new baby and lives paycheck to paycheck to make ends meet.

As such, he works a lot of overtime and when he is not working, or going to court, or attending training, he is
physically and mentally exhausted and tries to spend his free time with his wife and children, thus has little time,
energy, or motivation to exercise. As a result of this ongoing scenario, the officer continually feels like there is a
weight around his neck, he has trouble sleeping, and his wife asked him why he never laughs anymore. He has little
energy and for no apparent reason, while driving on patrol, he started crying and had trouble stopping. Officer A
was worried more that someone would see him than he was about why he lost control of his emotions.
This scenario depicts an officer in crisis and nobody knows about it except him. His problems are not
uncommon and each problem, individually, are less impactful and easier to address. In this scenario;
however, the problems the officer is suffering from are compound, cumulative, and ongoing and over
time, with no internal action or external intervention, they can collectively cause serious damage.
Being bitten by a rattle snake can be dangerous
Being bitten by 5 rattle snakes can be deadly
Being bitten by 5 rattle snakes & doing nothing about it will kill you
The agency Officer A is employed by and the supervisors and partners Officer A works with have no
idea he is suffering. His wife knows something is wrong, but he won’t talk about it for fear of looking
weak. His Doctor wants to prescribe medicine that will address the symptoms, but not the problem.
Officer A operates day-to-day in silent frustration and does not know how to ask for help or even if
help is available, after all this is his fault for being weak. Officer A knows very little about nutrition or
finances and despite his professional reputation, he fears that he is failing.

What if…Officer A dedicated a couple weekends and became self-educated about the basics

of fitness, diet and nutrition, and exercise. He researched some inexpensive workout
equipment and developed an exercise strategy and routine that was dually and specifically
designed to involve his family (hiking, biking, sports, trampoline, etc.). He watched
instructional videos of how to cook healthy food, fitness life hacks, how to interpret the
nutritional facts on food labels, and how to do portioned meal-prep to save time and to bring
meals to work to avoid fast food. He made it a disciplined habit—a personal ritual he
committed not to break—to walk one hour 5 times per week with his wife and spend that
hour communicating and laughing together. He contacted his Doctor and inquired about the
hospital’s free programs and seminars on nutrition, health, and fitness. At work during his
lunch break, he would spend a majority of the break in the department gym on the elliptical
machine. Officer A also committed himself to the untold benefits of hydration and made “the
art of rest and sleeping” a life-priority.

Result…Officer A lost 50 pounds in eight months. He did not become diabetic, thus had

to take no medication. He felt physically great, had increased confidence and energy, slept
better, and his family loved spending time with him doing fun physical activities. Officer A’s
disposition and mood skyrocketed. This is wellness.

What if…Officer A attended a few personal finance and wealth building seminars, listened

to “Financial Health” radio shows, and read financial blogs. He watched educational videos
on how to budget, save, and reduce spending or increase earning. He ordered an inexpensive
subscription to Money Magazine and bought a few discounted books on Amazon about how
to build personal wealth. After meeting with several recommended Certified Financial
Advisors (CFA), he selected one and they developed a custom creative plan of action that
would allow Officer A to better manage his money, taxes, spending, and do so without having
to work overtime on all his days off.

Result…Officer A had more time to enjoy his days off. After a single year, other than his

home mortgage, he became debt free. He became self-educated about finances and learned
ways to generate passive income. He utilized the help of a professional CFA who helped him
begin to save money with no impact to his quality of life. Officer A no longer worried about
money and he felt much better about his family’s future and financial security. As part of his
strategy, he returned to school to get his Master’s Degree so he could teach part-time as an
Adjunct Professor in college or for the academy making a few extra thousand per month. The
degree would also make him more competitive for promotion to Sergeant, which ultimately
would net him an additional $1,800 per month. This is wellness.

Lastly, Officer A attended several Officer Health and Wellness Training seminars and learned about
avoiding becoming cynical or burned out. In addition to losing another 20 pounds, he learned about
how to avoid becoming overinvested in his career, the affects of hyper-vigilance, and how his
physiology was impacted by the nature of his job. He educated himself about the dynamics of fatigue
and how to be a better communicator and listener with his family. He befriended the Department
Chaplain and they had great conversations. Finally, after Officer A earned his graduate degree and
promoted to Sergeant, he used his life-changing experience, knowledge, and strategies to develop and
successfully propose his agency’s first Wellness and Fitness Program.
Wellness is most often a multi-prong approach; a spoke in the wheel. In our example, Officer A was
in crisis; stressed, unhealthy, exhausted, had financial difficulties, and could not communicate with his
wife. With a simple strategy (direction and action plan), time and proactive dedication, and some
guidance and training, this “whole package ” approach to wellness can substantially improve an
officer’s life. Wellness is a byproduct (the prize) of controlling yourself and your future. It doesn’t just
happen; you create it.

“The best way to predict the future is to create it”
─ Peter Drucker

“Officer wellness is critically important because this is truly about survival – both on and off
the job. This is life and death, and it’s not just about de-escalation. This is about your physical
health, your emotional survival, the health of your family, friendships, finances, and your
ability to thrive when the stakes are high. Those who serve and protect face extraordinary
pressures and demands so we should equip officers with the best tools and resources for
lifelong officer wellness and resilience. Nothing is more important.”
─ Dr. David Black
Founder and Chief Psychologist of CORDICO

Professional law enforcement personnel dedicate themselves to their careers, to specialties and
expertise; narcotics, traffic, defensive tactics, or training. They dedicate themselves to an expensive
and time-consuming academic education or to being a great husband, wife, father, mother, friend, or
volunteer. They take the time to focus on a variety of priorities, but often they themselves are not on
the list. They don’t dedicate the time to focus on their own wellbeing. Wellness is the sum of
everything (multi-level approach) an officer can do to be physically, emotionally, and mentally healthy
and happy. Thriving is wellness achieved; meditation, sleep/rest/leisure, nutrition, exercise/fitness,
physical health.

When you study tragedies in law enforcement operations and get beyond the “proximate”
cause and look for the “problems lying in wait” - too many are linked to “wellness” issues. I
believe we have always been concerned with “physical” wellness (although there is so much
room for improvement in this arena particularly in the area of diet, exercise, and lifestyle) but we have ignored other components of “wellness” for decades. Of late we have started to
talk about “mental” wellness, but for too many admitting that they have a “mental” issue - is
a sign of weakness and they need to “toughen up." But we have totally ignored “financial”
wellness. I fervently believe these are all linked - and our failure to fully and adequately
address these issues is causing too many tragedies. In my opinion for too many leaders in law
enforcement, this is a “black swan” - instead of viewing this as a “gray rhino.” A lack of
“wellness” is an identifiable risk - thus a manageable risk. It is Predictable and Preventable.
─ Gordon Graham
Graham Research Consultants & Co-Founder of Lexipol

Summit participants identified important questions to answer:
•

“Specifically, how can positive mental, psychological, and emotional traits promote
favorable outcomes in the area of de-escalation?”

•

“How might de-escalation training support the strengthening of self-governance to
support morality and attitude?”

•

“How do we build healthy habits in our people so they can successfully resolve an
encounter?”

•

“How do we maintain physical wellness in our officers/people so they can successfully
resolve an encounter?”

Emotional intelligence is achieved through the collaboration between the emotional brain and the
thinking brain. It is being able to recognize your emotional state and being aware of personal triggers
and internal or applied bias and maturity. Participants believed that officers lacking in EI can adversely
impact collective morale, cultural, flexibility, adaptability, communication within agencies, customer
service, officer safety, and the ability to accurately assess situations. Officers should have selfawareness that is adequate enough to recognize and redirect them if they are being drawn into
incidents or volatile encounters that may otherwise compromise their emotions.

Emotional State or State of Mind
Proper emotional intelligence incorporates the ability to accurately assess and recognize your own
emotional state or state of mind. The better officers can maintain a good cognitive process and
regulation of their feelings, the better they can properly assess and thus influence the emotional state
of others (subjects, victims, and partners) through de-escalation. An emotional state is, in part, the

level of being content or happy; feeling good or maintaining a balanced rationale or stable disposition.
It is shown through an officer’s mood, persona, demeanor, and language. State of mind can impact
patience and might determine the length of time it takes to become triggered or angry, if at all.
There are often noticeable clues to
someone’s emotional state and some are
obvious while others are latent. An officer
handling a problem with tears in his or her
eyes is clearly a powerful indicator of a
strong emotional state that might require
intervention (help). Excessive profanity,
yelling or anger, impatience, tunnel vision,
irrational decisions, and compromising
professionalism are indicators (red flags) of
an adverse emotional state. Emotional
intelligence, gained through experience,
instinct, and training allows officers to selfidentify and then self-regulate their own
thoughts and behaviors. Officers with strong EI are often consistent in their mood and temperament.
Their attitude is usually balanced, positive, and void of extremes. EI helps prevent officers from being
happy on Monday, angry on Tuesday, sad and withdrawn on Wednesday, highly motivated on
Thursday, and disgruntled and paranoid on Friday. The Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde persona defeats
effective policing, eliminates quality supervision, and makes de-escalation very difficult.

Contributory Factors to an Adverse Emotional State
There is no list that exists that can capture all the causal factors
that contribute to an officer’s mood or state. In short, life
happens and the day-to-day difficulties and stress sometimes
transfers into an officer’s behavior, language, or performance.
State of mind is not just impacted by the in-service problem in
front of the officer; it can also be carried over from the previous
shift, from home, from poor supervision, or from contributory
factors from the past or that are ongoing. The diversity of these
causal factors is immense. Their impact can be mild or intense,
temporary or ongoing, and they can be compound and/or
cumulative in that officer fatigue is bad, but officer fatigue + a
conflict with a supervisor + a pending divorce could be much
worse. The key is to identify these causal factors. Once identified,
their influence can be assessed and self-regulated, thus better
controlled.

“Life happens and
the day-to-day
difficulties and stress
sometimes transfers
into an officer’s
behavior, language,
or performance.”

Assessment and Self-Regulation
Emotional Intelligence, at its root, is the ability to recognize and self-manage emotions. It is evident
when officers are able to accurately recognize their emotional state and having awareness of whether
they are being influenced by bias, a variety of triggers (present or past), anger, or simply being rushed,
impatient, or overwhelmed by the circumstances. Its’ okay (normal and human) if a subject makes an
officer angry. If officers identify why they are feeling that way and think, not feel, their way through
it, their anger can be better managed. Anger managed is anger processed, thus it does not become
external or applied. The officer’s focus is on the objective—thinking through the process rather than
acting on emotion. This is a critical area when officers determine whether or not to use force. Force
is best applied by the thinking officer (assessing and self-regulating), not the emotional officer. Failure
occurs when the actions or influences of others control an officer’s state of mind. Success occurs
when the actions or influences of others are considered, evaluated, and then the officer rationally
determines the most professional and effective path to reach the objective. Officers who self-regulate
(control) their emotional state of mind, master their actions and behavior.
Summit participants believed that officers who lack EI have the potential to lower the moral of a team,
a shift, or even a division. Those lacking EI may also have difficulties with cultural flexibility and
adaptability, intercommunication between agencies, customer service, officer safety, and the ability to
accurately assess situations. Officers should be self-aware (introspective). Their assessment and selfregulation should be adequate enough to recognize problems and redirect themselves if they are being
emotionally compromised or drawn into an unwanted scenario. EI = Emotions that are understood,
used appropriately/effectively, managed and controlled, and accurately perceived both internally and
in others.

Emotional intelligence is about recognizing emotional state (self, subject, and partners). It involves
officers using active listening to better understand and to establish rapport (commonality and
mutuality) by having the ability to change their own behavior, thus better influencing others. Selfregulation and assessment techniques might include breathing, taking your time, using resources,
conferring with partners or a supervisor, or considering multiple options. This greatly helps to avoid
jumping directly into a use of force as an immediate resolution. Personnel should understand the
importance of being able to assess an escalating situation, slow or calm it down if safe and when
possible, and then re-engage with a different tactic or technique to repair the situation.
Officers who are emotionally well have resiliency and adaptability, which prevents burnout, better
fitness, and better communication skills. These officers typically have a positive attitude, are confident,
and feel valued. Officers deficient in emotional wellness may fail to adequately engage in situations or
may hesitate, lose control, have uncertainty about being supported, all of which may result in negative
and unproductive outcomes. The lack of attention to officer emotional intelligence/wellness may also
result in the lack of self-initiated activity, burnout, feeling unsupported by the community or the
agency, loss of credibility, and de-policing. The failure to provide officers with mental wellness tools
can result in increased suicide, divorce, complaints, substance abuse, and a decrease in morale, public
trust, staffing, and reputation.
De-policing, also known as the “Ferguson Effect,” as used in this narrative, is a work slow-down or giving
up, both of which are detrimental. It depicts a negative mindset, fear, or frustration followed by inaction
(no self-initiation, non-proactive, and reactionary-only policing). De-policing may occur when an officer
believes that his or her actions may result in complaints or discipline, a lack of departmental or public
support, failure in other areas of the justice system, or heightened negative media (including social
media) attention.

Emotional wellness is strongly promoted through adequate governance of agency culture and support.
Wellness is fostered by peer support, developmental supervision, employee assistance programs, and
peer officers who can recognize someone in distress. Emotional wellness is improved by effective
internal communications within agencies and employees thrive when they feel valued. This is
accomplished minimally with attention to an equitable and appropriate hiring process, hiring quality
personnel who fit-in with the organization, and supervision/management awareness and involvement
in employee activity and their careers.
Officers lacking physical health, suffering from fatigue, injury or pain, burnout or cynicism,
contemplation of suicide or hopelessness, or a poor work/life balance may compensate with an
improper use of force, decreased ability to de-escalate, or engage in self-defeating behavior. These
problems may have an adverse impact to agencies; health insurance costs, increased medical
retirements, increased workers compensation cost, increased sick leave use or abuse, impaired
judgment, civil liability and litigation, recruitment challenges, and organizational reputation.
Wellness has a critical impact on the implementation of appropriate techniques and tactics by officers
and the inclusion of a wellness component in all training will encourage a shift in culture and assist in
promoting self-care and the care of others. As it relates to wellness, the presence of in-house clinicians
(permanent or contractual) as a resource helps reduce stigma of counseling, builds rapport among
staff, and may help with early identification of potential problems. Police departments should
recognize that by supporting the comprehensive health and wellness in their officers, agencies can
enhance the officers’ abilities to utilize techniques and tactics toward best-practices de-escalation.

Healthier officers lead to healthier communications and interactions, both internally and externally.
Officers who are healthy and thriving are likely to make better personal and professional decisions.
Few things reduce problems, conflicts, or organizational liability more than good decision-making.
Key components of an agency’s efforts toward officer health, wellness, and EI are diverse. Minimally,
such efforts or program would be a multi-level approach that involves training (internal/external), an
adoptive organizational culture, expanded supervision and performance evaluation, de-escalation
skills, and a focus on specific topics that might minimally include those components found in the
following table. Each area of training is a consideration for implementation and even the application
of one or two of the below listed items would likely have significant positive impact on an agency.

Officer Wellness Program Considerations-Components
Emotional Intelligence

Stress/Anxiety (Management)

Depression/PTSD

Burn-out/Life Balance

Suicide (Prevention)

Resiliency/Mental Toughness

Nutrition/Diet

Mindfulness

Substance Abuse/Addiction

Physical Fitness

Officer Wellness Resources

Peer Support/Employee Assistance
Program

Emotional Survival (Gilmartin Book)

Anger Mitigation/Management

Influence/Persuasion/Negotiation

Chronic Fatigue

Retirement Transition Planning

Family Support/Communications

Prevention of Common Police Illnesses

Financial Tactics for Police

In addition to these wellness considerations, it is important that Supervisors and Managers receive
training in these areas that provides a larger perspective that is organizational, includes evaluation and
oversight, training of staff, and knowledge of diverse resources. Supervisors and Managers should be
accountable to maintain an assertive effort toward recognizing and intervening with issues related to
officer wellness.

Organizational wellness efforts & programs should be:
•

Realistic (Represents actual real-world policing and is timely and relevant.)

•

Achievable (Goals and objectives should be realistic, measurable, and staff should have the
ability, time, support, and means to successfully accomplish agency expectations.)

•

Custom fit to the agency (There should be nothing generic or a one-size-fits-all program.
Wellness programs/philosophy should not be obtained, but rather designed.)

To the extent possible, police agencies should consider establishing budgetary funding of a formal and
continuous wellness program—integrated—that might be as simple as sending staff to specific
training annually or the development of a robust and comprehensive multi-phase wellness program
with in-house instructors (subject matter experts).
Other considerations might include therapeutic exercises as simple as light stretching and maintaining
a counseling protocol for threshold or traumatic incidents (shootings, certain fatalities, children
victims, difficult crimes/scenes/victims). Officers should be given occasional breaks or pauses away
from their immediate duties that are facilitated by the supervisory after a difficult, stressful, or
challenging incident to relax, talk, call family, or refocus. From a health and performance perspective,
policy should set a limitation on the amount of overtime officers can work in a specified time period.
Incentivized fitness programs or on-duty exercise may also be a consideration to explore. If not already
available, public safety related vaccinations should be allowed on-duty.
Officer wellness efforts/programs can include
technology supported by smart phone apps (see
resources at the end of this chapter), contract
clinicians or staff/peer support that is crosstrained as a fitness and/or nutrition advisor
(advocate). Some progressive agencies have
extended their exploration of officer wellness to
included breathing, meditation, and yoga. In an
article titled, “5 Reasons First Responders
Should Take Yoga Seriously,” author Olivia
Kvitne, Founder and Director, Yoga for First
Responders, writes:
“Yoga allows people to increase their ability to focus and problem-solve, gives them
heightened situational awareness, and helps them make intelligent
gut reactions to situations.”

Financial wellness is also a critical component of
overall life-work wellness. Personal finance and
wealth building is often overlooked as part of a
whole-package approach to successful wellness.
Financial training, assistance, planning, and resources
are abundant and might include basic budgeting and
long term saving or investing options, optimal tax
planning, emergency savings, growth, insurance,
family trust/will, money management, and
investments for retirement planning or long-term care.
Such financial training or assistance can be for informative and employee awareness purposes or
option-based rather than promoting commercial or specific financial products/services. Agencies
could also arrange for a Certified Financial Advisor (CFA) to provide a financial awareness seminar
for staff to attend on their own volition.
The Summit group collectively placed significant emphasis on the idea that officer wellness should be
a primary theme in any de-escalation training. The strategy behind this emphasis was twofold. First,
officers will likely be safer and more effective given a comprehensive understanding of appropriate
de-escalation techniques. Second, a focus on officer wellness/EI and its substantial benefits, serves to
develop a personal and professional connection or “buy-in” to the concepts of de-escalation.

Wellness and Organizational Culture
The organizational culture of a police agency consists of many things; among them, what the
employees believes in and what they hold individually and collectively as valuable. It is defined by
agency pride, ideologies, and principles and is influenced by leadership or lack thereof. Culture can be
fueled by morale, diversity, and it is impacted by policy and practice. Culture includes hierarchy, unit
or division structure and team compatibility (are there divisional lines or divisional walls?), and the
seniority or youth of its employee generational composition. The culture of the workplace controls
the way employees behave amongst themselves as well as with people outside the organization and
often has a nexus to an organization’s formal reputation—good or bad. Police culture and their
internal socialization is often seen as a sub-culture as it is unique in society and determinative of how
a particular organization does business.
Police culture is rich with a sense of family well beyond contemporary “co-worker” relationships; they
fight together, survive because of each other, and share the same extremes that regular people only see
on television. The selection process to enter law enforcement is grueling and not many can handle this
challenging profession, which adorns it with exclusivity—deemed special under the law of scarcity.
This “Thin blue line” characterization and guardian (Sheep Dog) of society persona adds strength to
the cement of internal law enforcement culture and subculture. Lastly, culture is determined by what
is rewarded. Are officers rewarded for professionalism, community policing, and civility or are they
honored for being indifferent, autocratic, or representing an image of, “Us or them?”
Participants discussed how agency culture can significantly influence an officer’s actions and how to or
whether to utilize de-escalation. Agency culture starts in the academy and is reinforced, in part, through
training, mentorship, formal and informal leaders, and departmental (supervision/management)
expectations. Summit participants saw culture and officer wellness as interconnected and both greatly

influence de-escalation, through buy-in and practice. To achieve officer physical, mental, and
emotional wellness, agencies should normalize it as a standard foundational part of the organization
like an FTO program, advanced officer training, or performance evaluations. A strong and healthy
culture can positively influence officer wellness. A fragmented, divisive, and weak culture can have an
adverse influence on officer wellness.

Officer Health & Wellness Resources
PUBLICATIONS
The U.S. Department of Justice – Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS) provides
a free downloadable publication called, “Law Enforcement Mental Health and Wellness
Programs: Eleven Case Studies .”
This publication was published in 2019 and provides case studies of police organizations with regard
to their collective mental health and wellness units, programs, and services for their public safety
personnel or services provided for public safety. The report is, “an important measure and reflection in our
ongoing commitment to protect those who protect us” (Phil Keith,
Director – COPS).
The case studies include a variety of program related
mental health and wellness information and offers key
learning points for the content information to be
replicated by other organization to help develop, expand,
or improve their own respective programs and services.
The organizations examined include:
•

Bend Police Department

•

Charlotte-Meckleburg Police Department

•

Cop2Cop

•

Dallas Police Department

•

Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department

•

Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department

•

Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department

•

Milwaukee Police Department

•

Metropolitan Nashville Police Department

•

San Antonio Police Department

•

Tucson Police Department

NOTE: The U.S. Department of Justice – Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS) has a
comprehensive collection of publications, groups, and resources covering all aspects of officer safety, wellness,
and mental health.

PUBLIC SAFETY WELLNESS TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES
David Black, Ph.D. is the founder and CEO of CORDICO. CORDICO is a world leader in wellness
technology for high-stress professions, providing trusted, confidential, 24/7 proactive and
preventative wellness support that is wholly comprehensive and specially developed for law
enforcement, firefighters, dispatchers, and others serving in the most demanding and critical roles.
They offer customized and continuously updated wellness platform solutions and provide handheld
access to anonymous self-assessments, peer support, instructional videos, geo-mapping of vetted
therapists, one-touch calling, and on-demand tools targeting the vast information detailed in the
columns below. This appears to be a great technological step to serve as part of an organization’s
efforts toward employee wellness.
Alcohol Abuse

Anger Management

Anxiety, Panic, Worry

Brain Health/Cognitive Strength

Chaplain Support

Compassion Fatigue

Critical Incidents

Depression

Emotional Health

Family Support

Financial Fitness

Grief & Loss

Healthy Habits

Injury Prevention

Major Life Events

Marriage Guidance

Mental Toughness

Mindfulness

Moral Injury

New Hire: Keys to Wellness

Nutrition

Officer Wellness

Parenting Tips

Peak Performance

Peer Support

Physical Fitness

Posttraumatic Stress

Psychological First Aid

Relationship Success

Resilience Development

Retirement Preparation

Self-care Checklists

Sleep Optimization

Stress Management

Stress Response

Substance Abuse

Suicide Prevention

Supporting Children Fear

Trauma

Wellness Self-Assessment Tools

Work-Life Balance

Crisis Intervention

OFFICER RESILIENCY PROGRAM
International Association of Chiefs of Police, University of Pennsylvania, & Bureau of Justice
Assistance VALOR Initiative
Police work is physically, emotionally, and mentally
demanding. In order to protect the communities they
serve, law enforcement officers should receive the tools
and resources they need to protect their own health and
safety. One tool law enforcement agencies can use to
support overall officer health and wellness is resilience
training. Resilience is the capacity to prepare for, recover
from, and adapt to stress, and adversity. The IACP, in partnership with the University of Pennsylvania
(Penn) and the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA)’s VALOR Initiative, is customizing a program
specifically designed to help officers and agencies by enhancing resilience skills. The program, based
on the Penn Resilience Program, equips individuals with a set of skills that can be immediately applied
to everyday life to strengthen one’s ability to overcome adversity and challenges, manage stress,
maintain peak performance, and thrive in their personal and professional life.
The Law Enforcement Agency and Officer Resilience Training Program is one of the seven programs
currently within BJA’s VALOR Initiative.
PRACTICES IN MODERN POLICING: OFFICER SAFETY AND WELLNESS
International Association of Chiefs of Police Publication
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2018-11/IACP_PMP_SafetyandWellness.pdf

This publication focuses on improving officer safety
and wellness, featuring case studies of programs in San
Antonio, Texas; Camden County, New Jersey; and
Columbia, South Carolina.
The aforementioned resources are offered as a small
representation to illustrate the abundance of resources
available for law enforcement to explore officer health,
safety, and wellness. Officers, trainers, and their
respective agencies are encouraged to seek out and
utilize the diverse and broad information available to
assist in creating, developing, or enhancing their unique
programs and efforts toward the mental health and
wellness of their organizations.

CHAPTER 7

DE-ESCALATION:
METHODS, TECHNIQUES, & TACTICS
There is no all-inclusive list that identifies all the methods and techniques officers might employ to
de-escalate an incident. Some de-escalation methods might work for some officers and not others or
in specific situations, but not all situations. Such a list might contain a broad array of options, countless
approaches, and hundreds of methods that may be wholly dependent on the situation at hand, which
could change in an instant. Some techniques may be based on an officer’s communications skills or
the assistance of a Police Chaplain. Other successful de-escalation may
be achieved based on the officer’s experience or confidence that other
officers might not possess. De-escalation techniques that might
“The most
effectively diffuse one situation very quickly might take time and
successful
prolonged efforts for the next.

officers possess

The most successful officers possess situational flexibility and
situational
spontaneous adaptability. Their techniques and methods are not an
flexibility and
assortment of preplanned actions; they don’t react, they respond and do
so in a fluid manner. They revise their approach on the fly and
spontaneous
continually adapt, assess, and reassess until something starts to work.
adaptability.”
This trial and error approach enjoys the most flexibility and success
when officers have a broad and varied assortment of methods and
techniques to choose from like tools in a toolbox. The more options
officers have, the more effective they are at de-escalation and such options can range from applied
empathy and a yielding friendly approach to immediate physical force. The key is to ebb and flow;
never be static until success has been realized or the objective has been accomplished.

“Be like water making its way through cracks. Do not be assertive, but adjust to the
object, and you shall find a way around or through it. If nothing within you stays
rigid, outward things will disclose themselves.
Empty your mind, be formless. Shapeless, like water. If you put water into a cup, it
becomes the cup. You put water into a bottle and it becomes the bottle. You put it in
a teapot, it becomes the teapot. Now, water can flow or it can crash.
Be water, my friend.”
─ Bruce Lee

The following list of de-escalation methods and techniques are neither new nor exclusive. However,
collectively they can serve as a solid foundation; a menu of sorts, for de-escalation ideas and strategies
that are effective and when formalized and
understood, adopted, and applied, could serve officers
well in their de-escalation efforts to reduce force and
better manage difficult encounters. This list is not allinclusive, but rather serves to add ideas and connect
methods to officers’ pre-existing experience,
knowledge, skills, and abilities. The more tools in an
officer’s Swiss Army knife, the more options they have
to apply.

We settle for compliance. We enjoy cooperation. We strive for

collaboration.

Pre-Contact Assessment of the Situation and the Subject
When possible, determine the causal factors of the conflict or problem. Why is the subject acting
confrontational, uncooperative, or uncommunicative? Is it intentional to fight or escape or is it
simply out of malice, violence, or hate? There is a difference between anger, rage, violence,
or criminal incentive and mental illness or disability. Dispatchers should focus on pre-call
interviewing or information gathering for responding officers. Time permitting, officers can speak
to third-parties at the scene or ask specific questions to help classify what type of person they are
dealing with. Consider if the conflict or problem is intentional or related to something other than
criminal associated behavior. Peripheral considerations might include:
•

Is the subject impaired by mental illness?

•

Are their indicators of developmental disabilities?

•

Is there a language barrier or cultural conflict?

•

Is the problem caused by a medical condition?

•

Is the subject under the influence of drugs or alcohol?

•

Is the person suffering from an emotional, personal, or trauma-based crisis?

•

Could the cause be from a physical limitation, pain, or a perceived emergency?

•

Is the subject suffering from fear, panic, or acute anxiety?

Identifying any of these listed factors would assist in how the subject might be approached and
better dealt with (de-escalated) and would greatly assist officers in determining if and how force
might be applied or avoided. This information is critical in illustrating the officer’s actions in an
arrest report, after action report, use of force report, or WIC 5150 hold.
Pre-contact assessment also includes knowing the call history for the subject or the location, thus
a team-approach working with the Dispatchers is vital. Dispatchers can start the de-escalation
process on the phone and assist officers in the field by passing on key information that might aid
their de-escalation efforts. New training or enhanced training for Dispatchers should include
dealing with mental illness and tactics that involve more than just broadcasting calls for service,
but rather doing everything possible to assist the officer in their (Dispatcher and Officer) team
response to a call. Consider providing Dispatchers with job-aid checklists or tabbed action binders
that provide immediate reference to a wide variety of possible calls. Lastly, these areas should be
focused on and reinforced through quality supervision and effective performance evaluation.

Pre-Contact Assessment Technology: Pre-arrival can include the use of technology for
officers including the Drone as a First Responder (DFR). Chula Vista PD launches drones to
appropriate calls-for-service before officers arrive to provide live-stream video of
subject/suspect/incident. Officers can view a subject’s actions before they arrive and receive
updates from drone operator and live 9-1-1. Chula Vista Police can live stream 9-1-1 calls
directly to officers in field. Officers hear calls first-hand in their immediate vicinity instead
of getting the information second hand from the Dispatcher (Example: Boy in the park with
a gun. The caller states they think the gun is a toy, but this statement is not relayed to the
officers). With live-stream 9-1-1, the officers would get all the information and with a drone,
might be able to determine if the gun is real or an obvious toy for better assessment of the
threat-level.

Officers should not have a preconceived notion of what to expect, as this leads to complacency
or letting their guard down. Keep an open mind. Make your pre-contact assessment and
situation/subject classification a standard protocol; a habitual tactic. YOUR situational awareness
drives YOUR approach and actions taken.

Move, Distract, or Isolate
Attempt to move or distract the subject away from the source of hostility, anger,
embarrassment, or cause of adverse emotions. Creating distance or isolating the subject from
the source of the problem may likely de-escalate or eliminate the subject’s antagonism. Control
your call to the extent that you are able. Move the subject where you want them. Determine
your escape routes. Mind your footing. How long will it take assisting officers to arrive? Where
is your cover and concealment? Create the desired immediate environment you are about to
work in and move, distract, or isolate your subject; always looking for your advantage.
Distraction does not have to be trickery or misdirection; it can be stalling for time for other
officers to arrive or using time to let your angry subject vent, tire, or calm down.

Give Them a Voice
When appropriate and safe, take the time to give subjects a voice (a key component of
procedural justice). Often called venting, sometimes people just want to tell their side of the
story. Even if the content is irrelevant or will not
change your actions or decisions, taking the
time and having the patience to listen, can be
an effective tool in de-escalation. In Dr.
Stephen Covey’s 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People, habit five teaches, “Seek first to
understand; then be understood .” Covey
suggests that we often don’t listen with the
intent to understand, but rather, with the intent
to respond. People find satisfaction in being
listened to and heard and this shows respect to
the person (another key component of
procedural justice). Giving someone a voice and
respect provides officers improved chances to
de-escalate hostility.

Use Your Supervisor Effectively
Commonly, a subject’s hostility is directed toward the contact officer(s) who is making the
arrest or actively handling the situation. During an arrest or in handling a call for service, if a
subject becomes angry, uncooperative, or passively aggressive toward the officers, assistance
from a supervisor might benefit the situation in a number of ways.
Sometimes people get satisfaction from speaking to the officer’s supervisor about what they
think the officer is doing or not doing that upsets them. While the officer is gathering evidence,
helping a victim, or storing a vehicle, the supervisor serves as a buffer between the hostile
subject and the officer. As the officer works through the call, the supervisor has the
opportunity to explain or educate the subject on what they are doing and why. Community
members see what officers do, but don’t always know why they are doing it that way, which
often serves as a source of misunderstanding and frustration. It is not uncommon for a
supervisor’s support, approval, or explanation of an officer’s actions to quell a subject’s
dissatisfaction, as it may tend to officially legitimize the officer’s actions or behavior in the
eyes of the subject.

If the use of de-escalation increases risk or decreases
officer safety, then it’s not being done correctly

It’s Not What You Say, It’s How You Say It
The tone or tonality of your voice accounts for a large percentage of your communication
effectiveness. Master your tonality and you control the message; this is communicative power.
A Motor Officer can pull over a traffic violator and at the end of the contact can say, “Have a
nice day.” Said correctly, this statement would be viewed as a polite and professional parting
statement. However, said with a specific tone and influenced by inflection, volume, pitch,
variance of diction, and facial micro-expressions, the exact same spoken words could clearly
express contempt, indifference, or sarcasm.

Your Goal is Control
Police officers use their command presence among other skills and in part, to establish control.
There are many levels of control outside of physical control. Asking a driver politely to step
out of a car and the driver complies is control and ordering a suspect out of a car at gunpoint
is also control. Police officers enjoy a wide range of discretion in
how to handle (control) a situation. Lack of control can get an
officer hurt and over-control, especially when not needed or
“When dejustified, can cause hostility or draw a complaint. Physical control
escalating a
or force used for expediency in most cases should not be
preferred over the use of skills and techniques of de-escalation situation to gain
that might otherwise take more time, but achieves the same
control, give
desired result; control.

yourself enough
time to do it
properly and
safely.”

When attempting to de-escalate a situation to gain control,
consider giving yourself enough time to do so. Physical force can
always be used in a split-second to establish control, but if you
have time, avoid rushing and let force serve as the last resort
when all else fails. When feasible, consider the application of
civility, demonstrated equity, expressed impartiality, appropriate humor, or any one of a
hundred other skills or techniques talented and experienced officers possess to gain control.

Be Explanatory
Experienced police officers may handle a call for service that they have handled 100 times
before and they are quick and efficient at solving problems. Unfortunately, the people involved
in the problem may be experiencing it for the first time and depending on the circumstances,
their demeanor or emotions could range from mildly upset or scared to outraged or physically
combative. The involved parties may be substantially impacted and not know or understand
what the officer knows or may view as a routine call.
When tactically safe and appropriate, be explanatory. Take the time to educate and explain
why you are doing what you are doing and what is going to happen. Let them know what their
options are and provide resources and assistance if possible. Your explanation helps them
understand and puts the situation in proper perspective. Take the time to answer their
questions and provide explanatory answers. Adding patience and explanatory skills can greatly
add to an officer’s successful de-escalation efforts.

Being explanatory also includes providing context to a situation. Context is very important
and serves as the informative framing of information that illustrates an event or situation and
offers clarifying details for improved interpretation. Context improves understanding and
helps others see things more accurately.

Identify the Source of Hostility
Focus directly on the source of hostility, anxiety, fear, or emotion as an external catalyst that
might be infuriating your contact. Mitigate or eliminate the external source (problem) and you
may resolve the hostility of your contact.

Control Non-Verbal Communication
Non-verbal communication accounts for a substantial percentage of your communication
effectiveness or lack thereof. When there is a conflict between what you say and what you do,
people tend to believe what you do over what you say. Your facial expressions (physiognomy),
your stance, your hand gestures (gesticulation), and the way you act (demeanor/persona) all
communicate messages to others, but you control your physicality, thus you control the
message. Have you ever stood with a suspect who was verbally cooperative, but you knew the
suspect was about to run or fight? The suspect, though not intentionally, was communicating
some obvious non-verbal massages that experienced officers are skilled at recognizing. Can
you tell when somebody is going to start crying or is distracted or in a bad mood absent any
verbal clues? Are police officers good at detecting when somebody is lying? Non-verbal
communication offers insight and insight renders the officer an advantage and can assist
greatly with de-escalation.
Non-verbal cues are powerful. In poker, a non-verbal cue is called a “tell.” A tell is a
subconscious physical action that relays a message to others. If a poker player has a tell, it may
reveal something about the player’s thoughts or intentions and it betrays/defeats their
attempts at deception. A player who is bluffing might reveal their bluffs to other observant
players through their unintentional tell. Police officers are often experts at identifying
deception (tells) in others based wholly on their physical actions.
When applying non-verbal communication to de-escalation, control your face and control
your body and in doing so, you control your message. Avoid rolling your eyes, looking at your
watch, letting off an obvious exhalation of air (Pssshhh), or maintaining a disingenuous smirk
(expression of disrespect). The dynamic effect of just a hard stare could make a bad situation
worse, while a genuine or manufactured tactical smile and calm demeanor could render a bad
situation better. Control your body and your face and you control the message.

Take Your Time – Slow Things Down
The huge advantage of “The Police” is they have time (24/7/365); they are always working. They
have communications utilizing highly technological $5,000 hand-held radios, unit-to-unit chat via
their mobile data terminals (MDTs), and they have cellular phones and all of this is supported by
a team of professional Emergency Operators/Dispatchers operating in a high-tech
communication center. Lastly, the police are heavy in number. Any number of officers needed is
possible, given time. In-service back-up, assistance from bordering agencies, a formal mutual aid
call-out, or even in the most extreme circumstances, the police can be supplemented by the
California National Guard (Los Angeles Riots, 1992, national riots, 2020, and COVID-19
Pandemic, 2020).
Most calls for service are non-emergent and officer have the time to work through the problem at
hand and to use whatever resources are needed to address any situation. De-escalation often takes
some time and communications are needed to gather resources, and it helps to have assistance to
divide the work and increase safety.

Agencies should employ de-escalation and interpersonal communication
training, including tactical methods that use time, distance, cover, and
concealment, to avoid escalating situations that lead to violence.
When de-escalating a non-emergency situation, big or small; take your time (fools rush in). Use
every source of communication that might assist you, make you more effective, or provide you a
higher degree of advantage. Use your numbers; all of us are smarter, more effective, and safer than
one of us. Take the time you have to try different tactics and varied approaches. Intensity tends
to decrease with time. See Intensity-Time Model

Winning by Losing
At your discretion and when the circumstances allow for it, consider letting others win. This means
letting them save face, keep their ego intact, especially in front of their friends or family, or to have
the last word. Police officers have power and authority, but it should be applied like a scalpel; with
precision and only when truly needed. When possible, temper enforcement with grace, civility,
and humility and consider the subtle advantages and de-escalation benefits of losing the trivial
moment to win the significant day. The best fighters don’t need to fight because they already know
the outcome.

The Power of Civility
We are very familiar with terms like civil service, civil unrest, and civil rights, but when it comes
to civility, we practice it haphazardly, sporadically, and unintentionally, if at all. Civility should be
practiced with well-focused purpose and deliberate intent. This can be considered applied civility.
Civility is treating others with respect. It is good manners and considering the feelings of others,
their position, and the vast human situations—good or tragic—that they find themselves in.
Civility is self-disciplined behavior and having patience with those who may not deserve it. It
creates behavior that reduces conflict and stress and is void of self-interest.
Civility should not be confused with weakness. Practicing civility does not suggest officers should
display gushing kindness in all situations. Similar to the application of force, civility can be applied
at a very low level if at all or it can be applied with such depth that it has the power to change
another’s life.
The practice of civility has been around for centuries. As a 14-year-old, George Washington copied
110 “Rules of Civility and Decent Behavior in Company and Conversation” from an English
translation of a French book of manners. The first rule reads, “Every Action done in Company,
ought to be with Some Sign of Respect, to those that are Present.” Dale Carnegie’s (18881955) bestseller, “How to Win Friends and Influence People” and other best sellers have sold
more than 50 million copies in 38 languages. Carnegie’s work is largely based on the practice of
civility. In his “Golden Book”, he discusses the simplest components of civility: smiling,
controlling criticism, avoid arguing, sincerity, overt appreciation, listening, consideration of all
opinions, seeing the point of view of others, and sympathy. Imagine the value of a police officer
who possessed and exemplified such traits.
Civility in de-escalation is most effective when it stems from who you are, rather than perceived
from what they see. Perspective + Perception is Key.

PERCEPTION – OBSERVATION

What They See

Who You Are

Let Them See You
Show the person you are contacting, and the community, who you are through empathy and caring
statements. They may see you as just a uniform so it will be important to show that you are as they
are – a human being that is trying to do the best they can in the job they have.

Update Your Contact – Give Them Information
It is not uncommon for a subject/suspect to experience a great deal of stress or pre-custody
anxiety from not knowing if they are going to be arrested and are going to jail. If an officer knows
for sure that the subject being contacted is not going to be arrested or if during the officer’s
investigation, determines that no arrest will be made, the officer should consider notifying the
subject that they will be free to go at the end of the contact. Doing this, in selected circumstances,
may calm the subject down, prevent the person from running or fighting, or immediately lessen
common pre-arrest stress or hostility.

POST Basic Course Workbook Series: Student Materials – Learning Domain 20
When trainers present curriculum on de-escalation, consider providing staff/learners with copies
of the de-escalation learning domain (#20/version 4.2) that is provided for new officers in the
police/sheriff’s academies. This learning domain should especially be provided for and used by
Field Training Officers to assist training their new officers.

Identify Your Potential External Allies
Under ideal circumstances, consider utilizing an ally. When confronting an uncooperative or
hostile subject, sometimes a friend, family member, spouse, or a Police Chaplain can assist you
in calming someone down. De-escalation might be accomplished by getting another person
who speaks the irate subject’s first language or in sensitive circumstances, getting assistance
from a different gender or vocation (Fire personnel, nurse, clergy, and neighbor). Determine
who you can be aligned with to assist you in moving forward.

Special Populations Job Aid
Consider developing a “ready-ref” or quick reference job-aid in the form of a laminated
informational listing of common traits and characteristics of those with special needs or mental
illness challenges (autism, schizophrenia/bipolar, acute anxiety or panic disorders, drug-induced
mental trauma, PTSD, excited delirium, depression, obsessive-compulsive disorder, etc.) that are
the most common contacts in police work. The job-aid could be miniaturized, foldable, and fit
within a uniform breast pocket.

Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) Techniques/Training
Trainers should consider learning about and adopting relevant techniques used by Crisis
Intervention Teams (CIT), particularly for training to help or de-escalate those with mental illness.
Such techniques and training are designed to divert those with mental illness or suffering from a
mental health crisis away from jail custody and the judicial system and into the more appropriate
health care system. The objectives of CIT programs are to increase officer safety and better serve
those in crisis with health or medical intervention, rather than criminal incarceration.

After Action Debriefings/Reports are Critical for Future Success
Train supervisors and officers the team-building and skill-developing benefits of de-briefing their
collective efforts at de-escalation or dealing with a confrontational or difficult people. Conduct
quick post-incident de-briefings of incidents at the rear of a patrol car in the field or discuss
incidents the following day at shift briefing as a form of roll-call training. Such facilitated debriefings are very effective for improvement, providing or reinforcing expectations, and
developing teamwork and are as simple as minimally covering:
–

What worked well?

–

What didn’t work?

–

How can we do it better next time?

The Value of De-briefing: After teaching a very successful 4-day prototype training course
on terrorism, one of the four very experienced instructors was exhausted and ready to go to
a nice coastline restaurant for dinner. After the last student left the room, the primary
instructor placed five chairs in a circle (4 instructors and the POST Course Coordinator). For
the next 90 minutes, this cadre became fully engaged, discussing every aspect of the past 4
days; self-critiquing, assessing, recommending, improving, note-taking, and detailed
planning for next presentation improvements. This interaction (de-briefing) was wholly
intense, even grueling, filled with professional energy, challenging, and extremely
productive. This process carried over to the next training and vastly improved it. This
debriefing was repeated after each presentation concluded for nearly a decade. The primary
instructor was subsequently honored as the recipient of the Governor’s Award for Excellence
in Peace Officer Training. Well executed team debriefings are powerful, effective, and highly
recommended.

After Action Reports (AAR) can be formalized and shared on multiple levels. Debriefing is NOT just
for sworn personnel; include Dispatchers and any other staff members who might learn and benefit
from an after-action assessment. Dependent on the significance of the incident, AARs can be shared
organizationally, through inter-agency information sharing, through state-wide training, or through
national publication or video training. Learning from the missteps from others in the past allows
for sidestepping landmines in the future.

“After action reviews are aimed at improving American policing response to similar critical
incidents through changes in policy, practice, organizational culture, and an increased
understanding of the nature of preventable error.”
— Chief (ret.) James Bueermann,
Past President National Police Foundation

“In 2013, we completed an after-action review of a large-scale manhunt which led to a
nationally televised lethal force encounter, and we studied AARs from other incidents to see
where we could improve. We had no idea that two years later we’d respond to a terrorist
attack with many other allied agencies across our county. The lessons we all learned
significantly enhanced our coordination, teamwork, and overall response. All of our law
enforcement and fire partners continually work together to learn, train, and improve.”
— Sheriff John McMahon
San Bernardino County (CA) Sheriff’s Dept.

Successful De-escalation is De-escalation Well Documented
The word, “de-escalation” can mean a lot of different things to different people. Most would agree
this word and its concept have a lot of metaphorical moving parts. An important aspect of deescalation is first, what it means to the officer who applied it and second, what it means to the reader
(approving supervisor, District Attorney, media, or civil attorney) who need to rely on the written
documentation to understand what happened. Absent video, they (the reader) only know what the
officer tells them through the written word and the message should be clear, explanatory, concise,
detailed, accurate, and illustrative.
If I told my partners that my new Sergeant was smart and then someone asked my partners why the
new Sergeant was smart, they would have no answer. The reason they cannot answer the question is
because I did not tell them. My message was delivered, but it was lacking, cosmetic, and has no depth,
detail, illustration, or example. So, if I want them to know my Sergeant is smart, I would say my
Sergeant is smart because she has a Master’s Degree, speaks four languages, has authored two published
books, and has a photographic memory. Different levels of confrontation or hostility require different
levels of de-escalation and different levels of that de-escalation require description and documentation
that is unique to the circumstances.
When describing de-escalation in writing, in training, in explanation to a supervisor, or in testimony,
provide the Why or Because behind the What.

Here is what I did…(this is where most of us end the description and the “why” or “because” is left
open to speculation or individual interpretation).

Here is what I did…and this is why I did it that way…
Here is what I did…because…Remember, officers may do the right thing and do it brilliantly;

within policy, training, and law, but if it is not documented well and the intended message is not
delivered or delivered poorly, then the officer’s brilliant performance might not matter.

Control Your Message or Someone Else Will
Concluding Your Contact – Developing an Effective Exit Strategy
Officers are most effective when they approach any type of contact or problem with a plan or a
strategy. Planning, strategy, or a pre-determined methodology based on training is the difference
between being prepared or being caught off-guard or being tactical or aimless. Part of de-escalation
and problem-solving is the conclusion or the officer’s disposition of the call (exit or end game).
Once the police contact is over, there should be a resolution or conclusion to the interaction. How
the officer leaves the situation and the person(s) involved can dictate a negative or positive experience.
The powerful impact (good or bad) officers have on those they encounter should not be taken lightly

and a good conclusion could have diverse and lasting benefits. The conclusion might include a
handshake, a handoff or referral to helpful resources, a thank you, or simply the officer’s
exemplification of neutrality.
Officers should try and end the contact positively regardless of the previous difficulties of the
encounter (i.e. even after an arrest). Officers need to consider ensuring they leave a person with their
dignity at the conclusion of a contact. This can include not handcuffing in front of their children,
allowing the subject to put clothes on, or provide them with information or options. After each call
or incident, officers should refocus and reset and reflect before the next contact. It is natural to carry
over emotions and demeanor from one call to the next unless an effort is made to reset and start fresh.
Summit participants stressed the value of eliminating this carry over, “Unload the baggage so that
we don’t carry it to the next call.” Officers can and should learn from every interaction. Actionable
Items for conclusions can emphasize how the ramifications can go well beyond the encounter itself
and training should recognize and highlight the importance of this.

De-escalation During Civil Unrest/Protests
Controversial Groups | Marches | Protests | Civil Unrest/Riots

While the tactics/techniques, dynamics, and pre-planning strategies for law enforcement’s approach
to dealing with the diverse forms of protest and civil unrest could aptly fill the pages of its own
publication, de-escalation bears an integral nexus to this subject matter.

All the techniques and comprehensive information in this publication should be considered as
adaptable and used to benefit a variety of crowd management or organized disobedience events. The
many tenets of de-escalation; communication, officer safety, respect, impartiality and so on can apply
to an angry individual during a call for service, but also effectively apply to dealing with the organizers
or shot-callers of a march or planned protest. While the de-escalation concepts and techniques are the
same, the application of it should be modified to meet the prevailing circumstances (i.e. event
leaders/organizers, speakers, crowds/marches, or rioter). De-escalation and communication dexterity
are paramount.
It is recommended that agencies consider integrating the most relevant concepts of de-escalation and
the most applicable information from this publication to enhance and expand their civil unrest and
crowd and riot control in-service training. The best riot is a riot prevented or mitigated to a peaceful
protest through successful de-escalation.
It is important to remember that in many cases, the de-escalation of large groups, angry protesters, or
those simply standing up for what they believe, is most effectively done through the civic leaders of
our community; mayors, council-members, county supervisors, and even police leadership. In this
vein, it is important to have a consistent and unified message from those in leadership positions so
law enforcement personnel and the community know and understand the expectations of the police
function in society.

CONCLUSION
As stated several times throughout this publication, there are innumerable ways to carry out the “art”
of de-escalation. There are a myriad of tools within the officer’s knowledge and skills they (you) will
be able to employ in the journey to successfully addressing and concluding in the best possible manner,
many, if not most, of your contacts and calls for service. Terms like Procedural Justice or Police
Legitimacy are significant and should not be treated lightly and related contemporary terms such as
De-escalation and Duty to Intercede also carry significant weight. California law enforcement operates
under very strict rules with each agency providing hundreds if not thousands of policies and
procedures to follow. Laws are to be followed and the constitution of both California and the United
States is paramount – our citizens must be protected. One truly significant and proven way to work
through any contact, whether it is with a fellow citizen, a crowd, a co-worker, or supervisors and
managers, is to adopt and apply the valuable techniques of de-escalation.
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